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Several aspects of nonelastic nuclear reactions which proceed
through the formation of a compound nucleus are dealt with. The full
statistical model and the partial statistical model are described and
computer programs based on these models are presented along with
operating instructions and input and output for sample problems. A
theoretical development of the expression for the reaction cross section
for the "hybrid" case which involves a combination of the continuum
aspects of the full statistical model with the discrete level aspects of
the partial statistical model is presented. Cross sections for level
excitation and gamma production by neutron inelastic scattering from
27 56 28 and 208
the nuclei Al Fe , Si ,and Pb are calculated and compared
with available experimental data. In addition, a computer program
to convert inelastic neutron spectrum data from the ENDF/B tapes to
a form compatible with input requirements of the H01 routine of the
COHORT computer program is described.
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SUMMARY
This report consists of five separate sections, each dealing
with a specific aspect of nonelastic nuclear reactions. The restriction
is made that the reactions proceed through the formation of a compound
nucleus, and attention is focused mainly on the inelastic neutron
scattering process.
The first section des cribes the full statistical model of nuclear
reactions for which the assumption is made that the level structure of
both the compound nucleus and the residual nucleus can be represented
by a continuous distribution of levels. A computer program based on
the full statistical model is then presented. This program is designed
to perform a spectral analysis of the energies of reaction products
emerging from nonelastic reactions. Reactions of the types (y, n),
(y, p), (y, a), (y, 2n), (y, 2p), (y, np), and, (y, pn) may be handled
where y may be n, p, or a. Instructions for operating the program
together with input and output for a sample problem involving reactions
initiated by neutron bombardment of Fe56 are given.
The second section describes the partial statistical model of
nuclear reactions. Here, the compound nucleus is assumed to have a
continuous level structure as in the full statistical model, but the
residual nucleus is assumed to have the more realistic discrete
structure. Each level of the residual nucleus has, of course, a specific
energy, spin, and parity. A computer program based on the partial
statistical model is then presented. This program is designed to
calculate the cross section for excitation of the various levels of the
various residual nuclei created in the reaction. Reactions of the types
(y, n), (y, p), and (y, a) may be handled where y may be n, p, or a.
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Instructions for operating the program are given. Also given are the
input and output for a sample problem involving cross section calcula-
tions for the ground level and the first four levels excited by inelastic
scattering of 3 MeV neutrons from Fe 5 6 . Results of similar calcula-
tions for the nucleus y89 are presented in graphical form, and a com-
parison of these results with experimental data is made.
Contained in the third section is a theoretical development of the
expression for the cross section for the "hybrid" case for which the
level structure of the residual nucleus is represented by a set of
discrete levels in the low excitation energy region and by a continuum
of levels at higher energies. Thus, the continuous aspects of the full
statistical model are combined with the discrete aspects of the partial
statistical model.
Presented in the fourth section are results of calculations of
cross sections for level excitation and gamma production by neutron
inelastic scattering from the nuclei A12 7 , Fe5 6 , Si 2 8 , and Pb 2 0 8
Although the partial statistical model computer program presented
in this report is more general than existing programs in that it is
capable of treating reactions other than neutron inelastic scattering,
it was decided to use the existing program Abacus-2 for the calcula-
tions of this section. The reason for this decision is that certain
approximations are made in calculating the transmission coefficients in
the program presented in this report, whereas the Abacus-2 program
calculates these quantities to a considerably greater accuracy. An
additional computer program was written to calculate cross sections
for producing each of the various gamma rays which are emitted by
the excited residual nucleus. This program uses as input the level
excitation cross sections calculated by the Abacus-2 program and the
gamma branching probabilities obtained from the literature. This
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computer program is described in this section. Calculated cross
sections for level excitation and gamma production are presented in
both tabular and graphical form and compared with available experi-
mental data.
A computer program to provide inelastic neutron spectrum
probability tables for input to the HO1 routine of the COHORT computer
program is described in the fifth section. This program allows probability
tables for exciting discrete energy levels to be obtained directly from
ENDF/B data tapes for low incident energies. For incident energies
above those defined by discrete excitation levels on the ENDF/B data
tapes the inelastic neutron spectrum is assumed to be a continuum that
is defined by a Maxwellian distribution, and the nuclear temperature
is given as a function of incident energy. This distribution is used to
calculate excitation probabilities for pseudo-excitation levels that are
distributed over the continuum and used to approximate the continuum.
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The FORTRAN program SPECTER performs a spectral analysis
of the energies of reaction products emerging from nuclear reactions
satisfying the following conditions:
* Compound-nucleus formation is the dominant reaction
mechanism
* The statistical model may be applied to the compound nucleus
and all participating residual nuclei.
Reactions of the types (y, n), (y, p), (y, a), (y, 2n), (y, 2p), (y, np),
and (y, pn) may be handled where y may be n, p, or a. SPECTER is
an outgrowth of the code EDISN (Refs. 1 and 2) which employs the same
theoretical framework but is restricted to (n, n') and (n, Zn) reactions.
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THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS
STATISTICAL - CONTINUUM FORMULATION
The computer code SPECTER is designed to calculate the energy
distribution of various reaction products emerging from a certain class
of nuclear reactions. Consider the process in which a nucleus Y (N, Z)
is bombarded by a particle y. It is assumed that the ensuing nuclear
reaction proceeds through the formation of a compound nucleus C
(Ref. 3). This excited compound nucleus could in general decay by the
emission of a gamma ray or a particle y'. For the class of reactions
considered here, however, it is assumed that gamma de-excitation of the
compound nucleus does not compete significantly with particle emission.
Following the emission of y', a residual nucleus Y" remains, generally,
in an excited state. This state may likewise decay either by the emis-
sion of a gamma ray or a particle y". The assumption here is that
particle emission will be the predominant process so long as it is
energetically possible. Such will be the case whenever the excitation
energy exceeds the binding energy of y" in the nucleus Y'. If particle
emission does not occur, SPECTER gives no further consideration to
the reaction. If particle emission occurs, the analysis is continued.
Let Y" be the residual nucleus that remains following the emission of
y" by Y'. In general, Y" is also created in an excited state. At this
point it is assumed that further particle emission does not occur and
Y" eventually reaches its ground state by the emission of one or more
gamma rays.
Thus, the model on which SPECTER is based pictures the
reaction as taking place in three distinct stages
* y+ Y C
* C -y' + Y'
· Y' -y" + Y".
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SPECTER restricts the incident particle to be either neutron, proton,
or ac-particle. The same restriction is imposed on the first emitted
particle y', and the second emitted particle y" must be either neutron
or proton.
The energetics of a reaction of the type under consideration is
depicted in Figure 1. The kinetic energy of the incident particle is
denoted by E, and E' and E" are the kinetic energies of the first and
second emitted particles, respectively. A more general formulation
would introduce an exit channel energy which includes the recoil energy
of the residual nucleus. The model employed here, however, is not
expected to be applicable to reactions involving light nuclei. Conse-
quently, the recoil energy, which need be considered only in such an
instance, will be neglected throughout. The ground levels of the nuclei
involved are represented by Gy, Gc, Gyi, and Gyii. The quantities 6,
6', and 6" are defined in terms of the total nuclear binding energies B
as follows:
6 = B(c)- B(Y) (1)
6' = B(c) - B(Y') , (2)
and
6" = B(Y') - B(Y") . (3)
The excitation energy of the compound nucleus following absorption of
particle y is E, and the excitation energies of the first and second
residual nuclei are E' and E", respectively.
One observes from Figure 1 that the energy available to the
products y' and Y' of the decay of the level of C having energy E is
E - 6'. An apportioning of this energy between kinetic energy of y'
and excitation energy of Y' takes place in a manner which is dependent
on properties of the level E and the level structure of Y'. A similar
apportioning of the available energy E' - 6" between the kinetic energy











It is the function of SPECTER to calculate the relative probability of
each possible apportioning. For this purpose SPECTER employs
certain simplifying assumptions embodied in the "statistical-continuum"
model (Refs. 4 and 5). The essential features of this model are aver-
aging over compound nucleus resonances, the neglect of phases between
the various excited levels of the decaying nucleus, and the assumption
of a continuously varying energy density of levels in the residual nucleus.
With application of the Bohr assumption (Ref. 3) to the reaction
Y (y, y') Y' one obtains for the reaction cross section
a(y, Y') = c (Y) Pc(Y') . (4)
Here tc (y) is the cross section for the formation of the compound
nucleus C and Pc (y') is the probability that C decays by the emission
of particle y'. The first factor in Equation 4 is commonly approxi-
mated by the reaction cross section ar which is given by
(r = t '- se (5)
where at is the total cross section and ase is the shape elastic cross
section. In equating T c to er, it is implied that compound elastic
scattering is negligible. Such is generally the case, provided the
excitation energy of the compound nucleus is sufficiently high and the
levels of the residual nucleus are sufficiently dense to provide several
open decay channels. The assumption here is that these conditions
are satisfied. A widely used means of calculating ar, and hence a c ,
is the optical model (Refs. 6 and 7). SPECTER, however, employs
the considerably less detailed continuum model (Ref. 4). The expres-
sions for evaluating rr which are derived from this model are given
in the section entitled Cross Sections for Compound Nucleus Formation.
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It is useful to specify the reaction Y (y, y')Y' in greater detail
by considering the cross section i(t, 6') corresponding to a specific
entrance channel 5 and specific exit channel i'. Here ~ and 9' specify
the quantum states of reaction partners before and after the reaction,
respectively, The cross section is written as
or(g, g') = O-c(g) Pc (a') (6)
where cc(a) is the cross section for the formation of C through channel g
and Pc(g') is the probability that C decays through channel i'. Applica-
tion of the reciprocity theorem leads to the following expression for Pc(t'):
Z
k,, -c ( ')
Pc (i' ) = (7)
Z ky 2 c (¥)
Y
Here kv, is the wave number of the particle emerging through channel
i', and 0 c (,') is the cross section for the formation of the compound
nucleus by the inverse process in which g' is regarded as the entrance
channel. The summation is extended over all channels through which
C can decay. Thus, the cross section ar(6, 9') can be computed if the
cross sections rc (i') for the formation of C by all possible channels
are known.
Suppose now that the excitation energy of Y' corresponding to
channel i' is sufficiently high to allow the emission of y" through
channel X". The cross section for the entire process can then be
expressed as
-(,, g', a") = c (M) Pc ((') PY',' (G") · (8)
6
An expression similar to Equation 7,
k2
k ,, 'c (a")
L ky1 "c (y)
obtains for the probability Pyll (t") that Y' decays through channel
i". The compound nucleus C is here considered to be the nucleus Y',
and tc (,") is the cross section for the formation of this nucleus by the
inverse process in which i" is regarded as the entrance channel. In
order to arrive at the cross section for the process in which the second
particle y" emerges through channel i" irrespective of the intervening
states of the pair (y', Y'), one sums over all such states to obtain
a(5, Y', a") = ac() Z Pc( ')Py''((") (10)
The sum, of course, is extended over only those channels for which Y'
is sufficiently excited to emit y".
The exit channels t' and t" appearing in Equations 6 through 10
have been assumed to correspond to discrete nuclear energy levels. At
this point the concept of a continuous level density is introduced. Such
a concept is expected to be applicable to certain reactions for which the
participating residual nuclei have many closely spaced levels at the
excitation energies encountered. It should be pointed out that such a
clas sical statistical-c ontinuum approach constitutes an averaging
process that, for the most part, glosses over such purely quantum
mechanical level properties as spin and parity.
Consider again the decay of C into particle y' having kinetic
energy Eyl and residual nucleus Y' having excitation energy E' (EyI).
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Let Dyi (E') be the average spacing between levels of Y' in the neighbor-
hood of E'. The level density py, (E') in this region is defined by
-1
Py, (E') = Dyl (E') (11)
and py, (E') dE' is taken to be the number of levels having energy
between E' and E' + dE'. The counterpart to Equation 7 for the situa-
tion in which the level density concept is employed is the familiar
Weisskopf- Ewing formula (Ref. 8) as shown by
gy,' Py, Ey, (c (EyI) py, (E') (12)
Pc(Ey') = My v
z gv pv & (v Arc (Ev) PR(v) [E' (Ev)] dE'
V O
Here gy, and Ry', are the spin-statistical weight (2 Sy, + 1) and the mass
of y', respectively. The sum is extended over all particles v which C
can emit, and the R(v) are the corresponding residual nuclei. The
maximum kinetic energy available to particle v is Mv. This quantity
is determined by energy conservation requirements as illustrated in
Figure 1. The term Pc (Ey') is to be interpreted as a probability
density in the sense that Pc (Eyi) dEy, is the probability that y' emerges
with a kinetic energy between Ey, and Ey, + dEy,. In like manner, a
counterpart to Equation 9 may be written which describes the decay of
a level of the first residual nucleus into a continuum of levels of a
second residual nucleus. Continuum counterparts to Equations 8 and
10 then may be constructed.
From the preceding discussion, it is apparent that SPECTER is
applicable only to reactions for which several conditions are satisfied.
These conditions are
* Compound nucleus formation is the dominant reaction
mechanism
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* Compound elastic scattering is negligible
· Reactions other than (y, n), (y, p), (y, a), (y, 2n), (y, np),
(y, pn), or (y, 2p) do not occur to an appreciable extent.
Here y is the incident particle which may be either neutron,
proton, or a-particle.
* The statistical-continuum approximations may be applied to
the compound nucleus and all residual nuclei.
· De-excitation of a level of the compound nucleus or a residual
nucleus occurs by particle emission whenever such emission
is energetically possible.
Whether or not these conditions are satisfied in a given reaction depends,
of course, on such factors as the magnitude of the bombarding and excita-
tion energies and the level characteristics of the particular target, com-
pound, and product nuclei participating in the reaction.
CROSS SECTIONS FOR COMPOUND NUCLEUS FORMATION
A table of cross sections for compound nucleus formation by
uncharged particles is generated at the beginning of the main program.
The calculation employs the continuum theory of Weisskopf (Ref. 4).
According to this theory, the cross section for compound nucleus
formation through channel (a is expressed as a sum of partial cross
sections ac e (a) or
oo
c (a=) = L c () (13)
j=0
where I is the orbital angular momentum quantum number associated
with the Ith partial wave of the incident particle wave function. Each
partial cross section can be written
c (a) = (2f + 1) T-' z T (a) (14)
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where Tj (a) is a transmission coefficient and'X is the channel wave-
length and is the reciprocal of the channel wave number k. This wave
number is given by
(
k =(2p4 E)2 (15)
where ,u is the mass and E is the energy of the incident particle. The
continuum theory yields the following expression for the transmission
coefficient:
4x X u,








uj (X) = G1 2 (X) + F 1 2 (X)
uS' (X) = [( dGx ) + dx ) ]x=X
(x)
1






11 (W x 2~~t~ (20)
The incident channel radius is R which, in the case of neutron bombard-
ment, is simply the radius of the target nucleus. This radius is assumed
to be given by
R = ro A 3 (21)
where A is the mass number and ro is approximately 1.5 fermi. The
wave number K within the nucleus can be approximated by
1




The Bessel function of half-integral order J±(, + .) is defined in
Reference 9 and can be evaluated from a closed expression given in
Reference 10 as
1
j, (I+ ½) (x) = TrX )' P Si (1, x) ± s (, x) (24)
whe re
_1/2
Si (1, x) =
i=O
(25)(-i) (I + Zi ) (2x)2
(2i) ! (I - 2i) ! (Zx) z i
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where
(- 1i (I + 2i
(2i + 1) ' (I - 2i -
+ 1) :
1) I (2x) i +l
P = sin (x - I w/2)
P+ = cos (x + I rr/2)
Q = cos (x - I wr/2)





The quantities vl and uv' can be written explicitly in terms of the sums
S1 and S2 as
u (X) = S1Z (1, X)+ SzZ (1, X) (31)
[(dS 2) dS (d (32)
Values of the dimensionless quantity ac/r R2 can be tabulated
once and for all as a function of the dimensionless quantities x and X 0
where
x = kR (33)
Xo = Ko R (34)
12









Given the mass and bombarding energy of an incident uncharged
particle and the radius of the target nucleus, one can obtain Trc for this
reaction from the table. The computer code generates such a table and
stores it on an auxiliary tape for repeated use. At the beginning of each
energy distribution computation, the values of 0c/r1 R 2 are transferred
from the tape into the array SICO(J, I) for which the index J, which
labels X 0 , runs from 1 through 17 and the index I, which labels x, runs
from 1 through 36. The value of X0 corresponding to a specified J
value is given by
x0 = (J + 5 )/2 (35)
The value of logio x corresponding to a specified I value is given by
loglo x = -2 + (I- 1)/10 (36)
Thus, 17 X 36 values of arc/r R2 are tabulated at points (Xo, x) where
X0 = 3, 3.5, 4, ... , 11 (37)
and
-2 8-1 . . . +1.5 (38)
x = 10 - 2 10 19 1018, , 10 . (38)
A portion of these cross section values is plotted in Figure 2.
The main program computes rc/Tr RZ using Equations 14, 16,
31, and 32. The summation in Equation 14 is terminated at the point
beyond which the contribution from additional partial cross sections is
negligible. The transmission coefficients are calculated by the













































































































XS, and XL represent I, x, and X of the above formulation; and TL
represents the desired transmission coefficient T1 which is returned
to the main program.
In the course of an energy distribution computation the cross
section for compound nucleus formation is required, not only for the
original reaction, but for each possible inverse reaction as well. Thus,
¢rc must be determined for reactions between various projectile-target
pairs at various bombarding energies. The preceding formulation
applies to reactions for which the bombarding particle is uncharged.
Additional cross sections for compound nucleus formation are required
in the treatment of cases in which the bombarding particle is a proton
or a-particle. SPECTER employs tables of such cross sections obtained
from Reference 4. The tables contain values of arc for protons and
a-particles as a function of bombarding energy and target Z number.
Values of ac are tabulated for ro values of 1. 3 and 1.5 Fermi. The
tables are input in card form, and optionally may be stored on the
auxiliary tape for repeated use. The tabulated values are stored in
the CSP array for protons and in the CSA array for a-particles. The
tabulation is employed in cases for which the bombarding energy is
less than 1. 8 times the Coulomb barrier height V(R), where
V(R) = Zy Zye2 /R . (39)
Here Zy and Zy are the proton numbers of the projectile and target,
respectively, and e is the electronic charge. R is the channel radius,
which in the case of proton bombardment is identical to the target
radius. For a-particle bombardment, however, the channel radius
is obtained by adding the a-particle radius (~1. 2 Fermi) to the target
radius. For bombardment by a charged particle of energy Ey which
is greater than 1. 8 V(R) the following asymptotic formula is used:
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C - C(Uey) I1 (Ry (')1 (40)
where ac (u, C y) is the cross section for compound nucleus formation by
an uncharged particle u considered as having the same properties as y
excepting the charge.
The subroutine COMPO (COM, JN, JZ, KIND, CHE) provides
values of %c as requested by the main program. The main program
specifies the neutron and proton number of the target nucleus, the type
of incident particle, and the bombarding energy. These variables are
represented by the FORTRAN arguments JN, JZ, KIND, and CHE,
respectively. If the incident particle is a neutron, then subroutine NEUT
is called. It is the function of NEUT to supply 0 c for the case in which
the incident particle is uncharged. If the incident particle is a proton
or a-particle, and the bombarding energy is greater than 1. 8 times the
Coulomb barrier height, then the appropriate value of ac for the corres-
ponding uncharged particle is obtained from the NEUT routine. This
cross section is then modified in accordance with Equation 40 to obtain
rc for proton or a-particle bombardment. If, however, the incident
particle is a proton or a-particle, and the bombarding energy is less
than 1. 8 times the Coulomb barrier height, then the cross section is
extracted from the CSP or the CSA array with interpolation between
tabulated values being employed as required.
The subroutine DENS (XE, PAIR, CP, AP, RHO) is included in
the code listing appearing in the appendix. This subroutine calculates
the density of levels of a specified nucleus in the neighborhood of a
specified excitation energy. DENS employs a commonly adopted expres-
sion for the level density which is derived from the Fermi-gas model.
The level density p is given as a function of the excitation energy E* by
p (E*) = C exp [(ZaE*)2 . (41)
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The level structure of a given nucleus is thus assumed to be character-
ized by the parameters C and a. DENS is called by the main program
which furnishes values of these parameters and the excitation energy
E* . The FORTRAN variables which represent these quantities are
CP, AP, and XE, respectively, and RHO represents the calculated
level density. For all but odd-odd nuclei the excitation energy to be
used in Equation 41 should be shifted downward to take into account
pairing effects (Ref. 11). For this purpose the fictitious excitation
energy U given by
U = E* + P(N) + P(Z) (42)
is introduced. Here, the negative quantities P(N) and P(Z) are the
pairing energies for neutrons and protons, respectively. These quanti-
ties are tabulated in Reference 12. The absolute value of the total pairing
energy P(N) + P(Z) for the residual nucleus under consideration is
represented by the FORTRAN variable PAIR. It is possible that the
user may wish to use either a different analytical expression or a non-
analytical representation of p. In this event the DENS subroutine may
be suitably modified or replaced.
INPUT DATA PREPARATION
First Input Card
The first input card contains the control number ICON (FORMAT
(I2)).
If ICON is assigned the value 1, then auxiliary tape 11 will be
written, rewound, and read; and the program will proceed with the
calculation for the problem defined by the data on the eight succeeding
input cards.
If ICON is 2, it will be assumed that tape 11 has already been
written. In this case tape 11 will be read, and the program will proceed
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with the calculation. Once the cross sections for compound nucleus
formation have been written on tape 11, this tape may be retained and
used for successive problems in the same run or for subsequent runs.
The cross sections on the tape do not depend on any of the input data
defined below.
If ICON is 3, then tape 11 will be rewound and the run will be
terminated.
For the initial run only, 68 cards are read in at this point.
These cards contain a tabulation of cross sections for compound nucleus
formation by protons and a-particles as a function of bombarding energy
and target Z-number. This information, which is independent of all
other input quantities, is then transferred from the cards to auxiliary
tape 11. Therefore, for subsequent runs these cards are not required as
input.
Second Input Card
The second input card contains values of RZ (FORMAT (F6. 2)).
RZ is the quantity ro of Equation 21, where R is the nuclear radius and
A is the nuclear mass number. This quantity must satisfy 1. 3 - RZ '1. 5.
It should be expressed in Fermi units.
Third Input Card
The third input card contains values of JTN, JTZ, KIND, BET,
and BEC (FORMAT(3I4, 6X, 2F10. 4)).
JTN and JTZ are the neutron and proton numbers, respectively,
of the target nucleus. KIND specifies whether the incident particle is
a neutron, proton, or a-particle:
* KIND = 1 implies neutron
* KIND = 2 implies proton
* KIND = 3 implies a-particle.
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BET and BEC are the total binding energies of the target nucleus and
compound nucleus, respectively. These quantities should be expressed
in MeV units.
Fourth Input Card
The fourth input card contains values of JAN(M) for M= 1, 2,
*, 7 (FORMAT(714)). The index M labels the exit channels according
to the scheme depicted in Figure 3. If a given channel I is known to be
closed, then JAN(I) is assigned the value 0. Otherwise, JAN(I) is
assigned the value 1.
Fifth Input Card
The fifth input card contains values of BE(M) for M= 1, 2, . ,
7 (FORMAT(7F10. 4)). BE(I) is the total binding energy of the residual
nucleus RN(I) (see Figure 3) which remains after a particle emission
through the channel designated by I. The quantities should be expressed
in MeV units.
Sixth Input Card
The sixth input card contains values of C(M) for M= 1, 2, · · ·,
7 (FORMAT(7F10. 4)). C(I) is the level density parameter c appearing
in Equations 42 and 43 for the level density of residual nucleus I.
These quantities should be expressed in units of (MeV)-.
Seventh Input Card
The seventh input card contains values of A(M) for M= 1, 2,
· , 7 (FORMAT(7F10. 4)). A(I) is the level density parameter a
appearing in Equations 42 and 43 for the level density of residual






























The eighth input card contains values of PE(M) for M = 1, 2,...,
7 (FORMAT(7F10. 4)). PE(I) is the absolute value of the sum of the
pairing energies P(N) and P(Z) for the residual nucleus I (see Equation
42). The se quantities should be expressed in MeV units.
Ninth Input Card
The ninth input card contains values of EIN and IN (FORMAT
(F7. 3, 14)). EIN is the bombarding energy in MeV units. IN is the
number of energy mesh points (equally spaced) at which the energy
distribution calculations are made.
OUTPUT DATA INTERPRETATION
The first set of results to be printed out consists of total cross
sections for each of the reactions under consideration. The incident
particle is denoted by y, and the possible emergent particles are n,
p, and a. The FORTRAN variable representing the cross section for







y, pn SY PN
y, 2p SYPP.
The remaining output gives the calculated probability densities
which describe the energy distributions of the particles emerging from
the reaction. In general, there will be seven sets of data, each corre-
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sponding to a particular exit channel as shown in Figure 3. In a particular
case, of course, sets corresponding to a closed exit channel may not
appear. The seven sets of probability density are
* Pl(1, I), which describes the energy distribution of a neutron
emitted by CN
* P1(2, I), which describes the energy distribution of a proton
emitted by CN
* P1(3, I), which describes the energy distribution of a a-particle
emitted by CN
* P2(1, 1, I), which describes the
neutron emitted by RN(1)
* P2(1, 2, I), which describes the
proton emitted by RN(1)
* P2(2, 1, I), which describes the
neutron emitted by RN(2)
® P2(2, 2, I), which describes the
proton emitted by RN(2).
energy distribution of a
energy distribution of a
energy distribution of a
energy distribution of a
The index I which labels the energy mesh point appears in the
first column of the output. The energy corresponding to I and the
probability density evaluated at this energy are displayed in the second
and third columns, respectively.
22
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1 AR1(3).P12A(2,2,50,50) AR2(292.50,50) P12(29250) AR12(2,2)e
2 EMA(7)tSPA/(7)FLOG(71).SICOC18,37)tJAN(71.






































8004 READ(11e8002) (PA(NZ) NZ=1,9) KI9KR#NY
GO TO (800598005,504),KI































































































































































































































































































626 FORMAT(/5H EIN=F7e3s10X5H INmI4)
620 FORMAT(4H1RZ=F6.2)









481 FORMAT(4H1 Jt1OX,7H ENERGYl1OX94H P1(1295H * J))
483 FORMAT(/14,7XE15e896X9E15.8)
491 FORMAT(4H1 Il1OX,7H ENERGYt1OX#5H P12(I2,2H ,1295H , I))
522 FORMAT(2H1 ,35X9
1 52H TOTAL CROSS SECTION IN BARN UNITS FOR EACH REACTION)
523 FORMAT(5H SYN=E15.8//5H SYP=E15.8//5H SYA=E15.8

















666 FORMAT(29H CROSS SECTION TABLE EXCEEDED)
20 CALL EXIT
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INTRODUCTION
Consider a nuclear reaction Y(y, y') Y' which proceeds
through the formation of a compound nucleus C (Ref. 1). The compound
nucleus, which is created in an excited state, can, in general, decay by
gamma-ray or particle emission. For the present study, however, it
will be assumed that particle emission is by far the predominant process.
This is generally the case whenever the excitation energy exceeds the
threshold for particle emission by as much as several hundred kilovolts.
After the compound nucleus emits particle y', the residual nucleus
remains in an excited state. At this point, it is assumed that the excita-
tion energy of Y' is insufficient to permit further particle emission so
that Y' eventually reaches its ground state by emitting one or more
gamma rays. Attention will be given in a future study to the number and
energy distribution of these gamma rays. The present study is restricted
to the prediction of cross sections for exciting the various levels of the
residual nucleus Y'.
The energetics of the reaction Y (y, y') Y' are depicted in
Figure 1. The kinetic energies of the incident and emerging particle are
E and E', respectively. For the purposes of this investigation, these
particles are restricted to be neutron, proton, or a-particle. The
ground states of the nuclei involved in the reaction are Gy, G C , and
Gy,, and the quantities 5 and 5' are given in terms of the total nuclear
binding energies B:
5 = B(C) - B(Y) (1)









The excitation energies of the compound nucleus and the residual nucleus
are E and E', respectively. It is seen that the decay of the level of C
having energy E makes available to the products y' and Y' an energy
E - 6'. An apportioning of this energy between kinetic energy of y'
and excitation energy of Y' takes place in a manner which is dependent
on the properties of the level E and the level structure of Y'.
In a previous Teledyne Brown Engineering study (Ref. 2, also
found in Section I of this report), the computer program SPECTER was
developed for predicting the cross sections for exciting the various
levels of Y' for the case in which these levels are continuously distri-
buted. This program was based on the "complete" statistical model of
nuclear reactions (Ref. 3). The "partial" statistical model (Ref. 4) may
be used for predicting the level excitation cross sections for the case of
discrete levels. It is the ultimate objective of the present study to
develop a computer program which can be applied to hybrid cases in
which the lower lying levels of the residual nuclei are discrete, whereas
the higher levels may be represented by a continuum. This report
presents a computer program which was developed to handle the discrete
levels. In the future, it will be incorporated with SPECTER to achieve
the ultimate objective.
According to the Bohr assumption, the cross section o(y, y') for
the reaction Y(y, y') Y' is given by
r(y, Y') = "C(Y) Pc(Y'), (3)
where aC(y) is the cross section for the formation of the compound
nucleus C, and PC(y') is the probability that C decays by the emission
of particle y'. It is useful to specify the reaction Y(y, y') Y' in greater
detail by considering the cross section (r(o, i') corresponding to a
specific entrance channel I, and specific exit channel 5'. Here, t
and a' represent sets of quantum numbers which completely specify the
3
quantum states of reaction partners before and after the reaction,
respectively. The cross section is written as
G (g, g') = GC() PC(V') , (4)
where arC(6) is the cross section for the formation of C through channel
I, and PC(6') is the probability that C decays through channel 6'. Appli-
cation of the reciprocity theorem leads to the following expression for
PC(t'):
k ,2 oc(r')
PC(6 ' ) = . (5)
ky'2 oC(Y)
Here, k6,, is the wave number of the particle emerging through channel
6', and oc(V') is the cross section for the formation of the compound
nucleus by the inverse process in which 6' is regarded as the entrance
channel. The summation is extended over all channels through which
C can decay. Thus, the cross section o(r, 6') can be computed if the
cross sections aC(t' ) for the formation of C by all possible channels are
known.
The cross section for compound nucleus formation can be
expressed as a sum over transmission coefficients To as follows:
o0
c C() = Z (21 + l)ir & T(t), (6)
1=0
where
& = 1/kg . (7)
4
In practice, the sum is terminated at a point beyond which additional
terms become negligible. The derivation in the section of this report
entitled, "Reaction Cross Section", supplies Equations 4 and 5 with the
explicit dependence on the relevant quantum numbers which are here




The derivation of the complete expression for the reaction cross
section presented in this section essentially follows the development of
Blatt and Biedenharn (Ref. 5). It is noted, however, that this cited
paper involves a phase error, as has been pointed out by Huby (Ref. 6),
and that this phase error has been corrected in the present development.
This is pointed out again below, at the appropriate place in the derivation.
Additional relevant discussions of the reaction cross section on
the partial statistical model may also be found in Feshbach (Ref. 7)
and in Goldstein (Ref. 4). An important paper in the early development
of reaction cross sections in the (n, n') case is that of Hauser and Fesh-
bach (Ref. 8), where the method developed in this report is applied for
the first time. The most recent review paper on the subject is that of
Cindro (Ref. 9), giving a brief outline, but without calculational details.
The present development was carried out for three reasons:
a To serve as a check on the theory, especially as concerns
the details of the angular momentum algebra involved
* To facilitate the setting up of the corresponding computer
program, and also the future extension to hybrid cases
* To establish the detailed form of the angular momentum and
parity selection rules in a reliable manner.
In addition, the present derivation disposes of the phase error of Blatt
and Biedenharn in a straightforward manner, involving only a change
of representation, rather than a dynamical argument as offered by
Huby (Ref. 6). This has the advantage of showing the source of the
phase error as residing in the definition of the channel wavefunctions,
so that, if the natural forms of these wavefunctions are used, the
phases resolve correctly in a natural manner.
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As already pointed out, the physical process may be designated
by the relation
a+ Y - Y' +b , (8)
stating that particle a collides with nucleus Y, and that particle b
emerges, leaving behind the nucleus Y'. The reaction is considered
to be "sharp", in that the following are completely specified:
* Entrance channel: (a, s, Q)
· Exit channel: (a', s', i'),
where a, a' designate the channels (a, Y) and (Y', b), respectively;
s, s' are the channel spins, and ., I' are the orbital angular momenta
in the center-of-mass system.









intrinsic particle spin vectors





s + ' = = J + ' 
where i, i' are the orbital angular momentum vectors, and J is the total
angular momentum of the compound (intermediate) nucleus formed by
(a + Y).
The problem thus resolves into the calculation of the geometrical
and dynamical dependence of the cross section of the collision:
(a, s, I)-. J - (a', s', I') .
As will be seen, the geometrical development, involving Racah algebra,
automatically leads to the selection rules of the conservation of angular
momentum and parity. The dynamical dependence is then contained in
the matrix elements of the scattering matrix, and the essential point in
invoking the partial statistical model lies in replacing these matrix
elements by combinations of transmission coefficients, in the absence
of detailed knowledge of the strong interaction.
As is well known, in the elastic case, where a' = a and there is
only one open channel, the S-matrix is diagonal, or specifically,
< ISl> = exp (2i 61) , (11)
where 6£ is the phase shift of the Ith partial wave. In the present
general case, the matrix element
<a' s' 1' [SJi a s > (12)
gives the probability amplitude for the corresponding inelastic collision,
as discussed above.
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The procedure employed now consists of two steps:
· The definition of the S-matrix elements (Equation 12), by
writing the wavefunctions
· The partial wave decomposition of the incident plane wave.
With the restriction to one value of J(M), and the open channels a(ka, va),
where ka = /Ila is the wave number of channel a and va is the incident
particle velocity of channel a -- both depending on the channel energy Ea --
one may write
la s> = product of wavefunctions +(Y) p(a), for channel a and
total channel spin s(i, I)
YJs s spin-angle function of compound nucleus, J(1, s, M),
i. e.,
YJs = E , C(Q S J; ml ms M) Y (e, ) XYms (13)
ma ms
where
C(I s J; mj ms M) - Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
y nI (E, 4) - spherical harmonics
XmS - spin-s eigenvectors.
In the asymptotic region (r - oo), one may thus put for the total
wavefunction, consisting of an incoming and an outgoing part, as the
asymptotic solution of the wave equation, for the entrance channel a,
1 M
la(S) s, J M > 1- YJs ICY s>
(va) 2 ray
X il JAJM exp [- i(k r 1c )]
as f exp ka ra - )]
Bas f exp i a re - 2I (14)
9
It is noted that in contrast to Blatt and Biedenharn (Ref. 5), the phase
factor i f is inserted explicitly by analogy with the plane wave expansion
(see below). This automatically ensures that in the final expressions
the correct phases will appear.
The S-matrix elements are now defined through the coupling of
the wave amplitudes by the dynamics of the collision, or the dependence
of the outgoing wave on the incoming wave, in the form
JM JM
B's't i <a' s' A' ISJI a s I > Aa . (15)
a s
It is noted that because of the factor 1/rv
-
in the wavefunction, the A's
and B's are probability flux amplitudes; the S-matrix is unitary (normali-
zation of the wavefunction conserved in time) and symmetric (reciprocity);
the S-matrix is independent of M, as it must be, since the dynamics of
the collision is independent of the orientation of the coordinate system.
The next step is the decomposition of the plane wave
ms
exp (i ka zac) Xs la s>
in the asymptotic region, where its incoming part will be set equal to
the incoming part of Equation 14. The familiar Rayleigh expansion is
exp (i k z) = (4ir)2 Z if (21 + 1)2 jI (kr) YI 0 (0) , (16)
and, using the asymptotic form of the spherical Bessel functions, it is
found in the present case that
10
r- exp (ik[z i Xs5 r 1( )1exp (i ka, z.~) X l ; - - (21 + 1)W exp -i kr
- exp i(kc ra - -r .)] YO (8) Xls Ia s > .
(17)




C(Q s J; Oms M) YJs 
~J.ES
Substituting in Equation 17 and equating the incoming part of Equation 17
to that of
Z' (Ia() s, J M >
IT M I
of Equation 14 yields the explicit forms of the amplitude coefficients:
also, using Equation 15,
JM 1
AtasI = i $ka (7r va)2 C(1 s J; 0 ms5 M) (21 + 1)2 (channel cr, s),
= 0 (all other channels) ; (19)
JM 1
Ba,,s,, I= i ia (r va)2
J+S
Q= IJ-s I
C(Q s J; Om s M)
I J




It is now clear that the exit channel reaction wavefunction, consisting of
the difference of the outcoming spherical waves in the asymptotic region,
will be given by
Ia' s' (reaction)
1
a (' va ) '>
exp (i kat rat)
rat
X EY', C(I S J; Oms M)
JMI 1'
x (21 +1)1 (6ala Sss 68, -<a'stl!SJtasf>)
M
x Jt (1
It is at this point that the natural choice of phases in Equation 14
is seen to bear fruit, since the incorrect phase factor i -' ' of Blatt and
Biedenharn has disappeared from the dynamical matrix element in
Equation 21.
The next step is to decompose the exit channel
according to
M '
YJIst := E E C(it sIJ; ±' ms , M) Y~, (8,
mst ,u
spin-angle function
¢,+) x m s , (22)
leading to
I, s (reaction,) = i iva) 2 exp=(i kait rat) l a >








where the total reaction amplitudes are given by
oo J J+s J+s' t ' 
<a' s' m s Ig(O, ) la s ms > = Z Z S [iT(21+ 0l).]
J=O M=-J = IJ-s l'=IJ-s'1 p '=-I'
X C(' s' J; ' mIs M) (6aa 6°s's 611'
-<t' s' ' lSJ l a S I > Y", (e, $)
(24)
The reaction cross sections may now be obtained from Equation 24
in the following manner. The differential cross sections are given by
do (a' s' ms' I a s ms) = L I<a' s'ms' Ig(O, Q)la sms> i dQ,
(25)
and summing over final states and averaging over initial states,
do(at s' I a s)
- Zs+l1 S Y do(a' s' ms I a s ms> 
mS m S '
(26)
It will be seen below that, as expected, do(a' s' I a s) and r(a' s' I as)
are independent of the azimuth $.
The total reaction cross section is then obtained as follows.
Writing
d(C(a' s' Ia s) = o- (a' S IC as) dQ (27)
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and inserting the proper statistical factor for averaging over s and
summing over s' yields
a(a' a) =
I+i I+iZ1+S a 2s + 1) d
(21 + 1)(2i+ 1) S (' s' Ia s) d2
s=1I-il s':= I'-i'l 
(28)
where the integration is over all angles. As can already be anticipated,
at this point, the factor (2s + 1) will cancel out between Equations 26 and
28.
Substituting from Equations 24 and 25 in Equation 26 yields
do(a ' s' Ia s) a
. 2s + 1 J, 11 11 ' J2 lk a2 I
X [6ta 6 s's 6',, '1 -< a' s' {2 SJ I a s 12 >]
X [t6a, sls 621 , '? - < ' s' 121 IS J 2 I a s 12 >]
X K(Jl Z1III; Jz2 iz i2'; s' s; 0) dQ , (29)
where
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K(J 1 1l 1 '; J5  z 2 1; s t s; 0) [(211 + 1)(212 + 1)(21, + 1)(2 z ' + 1)]2
L M ms M1 M2 ms' tL ' Z'
X C( 1 I sJ 1 ; tLr I m' M 1)C(Q 2 ' s' J2 ;1 2Z' ms'M2 )
XC(Q11 2 L; -', iz '. M)j C(o 1 s J1 ; ms M1 )
XC(1z sJ 2 ; Oms M 2 ) C(O 1 2 ' L; 00
M
X Y 
[(47r (2L + 1)] 2 . (30)
Here, the coupling rule of spherical harmonics has been used, i. e.,
y ( ) [(2 + 1)(Z.' + 1 )
XC(f ' L;- m, m', M)
MX C(Q 1' L; 0 0) YL (°, q) , (31)
and in the arguments of K, the independence of cj has been anticipated,
which will be seen explicitly below. In Equation 30, the summations have
been arranged in such a way that the Racah identity (Ref. 10)
ZC(a b e; a' ) C(e d c; a + 3, 6) C(b d f; 3 6) = [(2e + 1)(2 f + 1)] 7
x C(a f c; a', 3 + 6)
X W(a b c d; e f)
(32)
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can be used twice in succession. The W's are Racah coefficients. The
reduction consists of the following. First, the sum in square brackets
in Equation 30 is evaluated by transforming the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients and by application of Equation 32. Next, the resulting Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient on the right side of Equation 32 combines with two
others in the braces of Equation 30 to form another triple product. This
is again transformed and reduced by means of Equation 32. Finally, a
reduction of the various powers of (-1) is made, and also, the sum over
M collapses to the term M = 0, in virtue of the parity coefficients
C(I I' L; 00), leaving
1
K(J1 I1 I '; Jz Iz li ', s' s; 0) = [2. + 1 )(2 11 z + 1 )(2, I '+ 1 )(2l 2l + 1)
X (2J
z + 1)(2J+)(2 1)+ ) S C(I l L;00)
L
X C(j'Lz ' L; 00) W(11 J1 1z Jz; sL)
X W(Q1' J1 2 ' Jz; s'L) PL(COS 0) ,
(33)
and K is indeed a function of 0 only.
Substitution of Equation 33 in Equation 29 then gives




BL(' s' a 5) 4 Z(fQ Jl 1z Jz; s L)
J1 Jz 11 2z z1' z '
X Z(fl' J 1 ,2' Jz; s'L) X Re[(6a'a 6sS 6,1, f1
- < a' s' IS Ja s >) (a'as's 612 2
- < a, SI1 1' IsJ1 zIa 6 >)]j (35)
and the natural Z-coefficients are
1
Z(ll J1 Iz Jz; sL) = t(21I + 1)(2R z + 1)(2J 1 + 1)(2J 2 + 1)]2
XC( 1 IIz L; 00) W(I l J 1 Qz Jz; sL). (36)
It is noted that in Equation 35 all dependence on unobservable substates
has properly disappeared; the angular momentum conservations of Equa-
tions 9 and 10 are contained in the triangle conditions governing the
Racah coefficients W(1 1 J1 12 J2 ; s L); the parity conservation selection
rules are given by the parity coefficients C(1 1 1 z L; 00). These are
given explicitly below.
It is now an easy matter to calculate
do(a' s Ia s) =2& s Z1 BL(s' s' a s) 2i PL(cos 50 Sin 8 dO
=2s Bo (a' s IIa s), (37)
Zs + 1(37)




9 PL(cos 0) PO (cos 0) sin 0 dO ZL+ 1 26L
The single remaining coefficient Bo (a' s' Ia s) is calculated by setting
L = 0 in Equation 35 and reducing the Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coeffi-
cients in Equation 36 for L = 0o The result is
Z(1 J 1 I2 Jz, s 0) = (-1) 1 2J + 1), (38)
so that
B, (a' s' la s) = , (Z J + 1) 16aa 6 ts ' s 61S ' - < a 's'IS ' asI >s1
(39)
and
a k2 co J+ s J+ s'
do( ' I a s) = s t 1i J i (2J + 1)
X 16,aa 6' s 6s - < a' s' ' IS I as >1 .
(40)
Then, substitution into Equation 28 finally gives
r(a' Ia) = r Ta Y, C E 2J 3+ 1Y s I s , (2I + 1)(2i + 1)
16,aa 6s,s 61S, - < a s' 1' I SJI a s I > ! z .
(41)
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This expression is exact in the sense that if the detailed dynamics of
the nuclear interaction were known, the dynamical matrix elements
could be calculated to give the precise reaction cross section for
a(a, Y)- a '(b, Y').
In the absence of this knowledge, the implementation of the
partial statistical model consists of considering the excited levels of
the compound nucleus to be sufficiently closely spaced so that the
replacement may be made:






where the T's are the transmission coefficients of compound nucleus
formation, i. e., they are defined through
(43)
where EUca is the cross section for compound nucleus (C) formation
through channel a. On the partial statistical model, the final expression
of the reaction cross section is then
r(a' Ia) -= ia 2J + 1







(For additional discussions, see References 4 and 7.)
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S
0rCa = vta 1, (2g + 1) Ta, (E)
The angular momentum selection rules are contained in Equa-
tions 9 and 10. The parity selection rules are as follows. Note that in
an obvious manner,
n, = la ly ,
(45)lt = rnb, l'ly ,
1ra,, = rlb" tly, t




and for (C - Y")b",
(- 1) = Ha" TIC (48)
Combining Equations 46 and 47, it is clear that it is necessary to have
(-1) = lnaI', 
or
+ = odding toa (49)
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(46)
= a' NIC , (47)




at"l , I'I, SI"
are calculated for all possible exit channels in reactions induced by the
given entrance channel a. Therefore, analogous to the above,
(-1) = Ha r~,, ,
or using Equation 48,
eve .(50)i + II odd) according to na " =.* (50)
TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
The calculation of the transmission coefficients T 1 required in
the evaluation of Equation 44 employs the continuum theory of Weisskopf
(Ref. 3). As noted in the Introduction, the cross section for compound
nucleus formation through channel g is expressed as a sum of partial
cross sections Cp(rg) or
co
c(t) = ~ "cp(S) ' (51)
2=0
where 1 is the orbital angular momentum quantum number associated
with the Ith partial wave of the incident particle wave function. Each
partial cross section can be written
oCp(a) = (22 + 1) r T(a) , (52)
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where T,(a) is a transmission coefficient and & is the channel wavelength
and is also the reciprocal of the channel wave number k. This wave num-
ber is given by
1
k (z~u )2 (53)
where ~ is the mass and E is the energy of the incident particle. The
continuum theory yields the following expression for the transmission
coefficient:
4x X vj
Tj(t) = X2 + (2x X + x2 vI') v1 (54)
where
x = kR (55)
X = KR (56)
and K is the wave number inside the nucleus and
1
VI(X) = G 2 (X) + FZ2 (X)
vI '(X) [( dx \2 ( ] + (58)dxx :- dx x=X
F(x) = 2 (x)
GI(x) = (= i ( )2 J_(2+l(x) . (59)
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The incident channel radius is R which, in the case of neutron bombard-
ment, is simply the radius of the target nucleus. This radius is assumed




where A is the mass number and r o lies approximately between 1 and 2
fermi. The wave number K within the nucleus can be approximated by
1




The Bessel function of the half-integral order J±(I+1 ) is defined in
Reference 11 and can be evaluated from a closed expression given in
Reference 12 as
(
J±( I) () SI(f, x ) * Q Sz (i, x)
2 1 1 +TF (63)
where
= /2 (-.1) (1 + 2i)!




(-l)i (2 + 2i + 1)!
(Zi + 1)! ( - Zi - 1) ! (2x)2 i +
P = sin (x - I r/2)
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P+ = cos (x + 1 r/Z) (67)
Q_ = cos (x - ir/2) (68)
and
Q+ = sin (x + I rr/2) (69)
The quantities v1 and vI' can be written explicitly in terms of the
sums S1 and S2 as
v (X) = SI2(S, X) + S2 2 (1, X) (70)
and
v?'(X) = _ S z + + S) . (71)[(x Idx -) ( dx ) x=X (71)
The calculation of a reaction cross section by Equation 44 requires
a transmission coefficient not only for the original reaction but for each
possible inverse reaction as well. Thus, TI must be determined, in
the general case, for reactions between various projectile-target pairs
at various bombarding energies. The preceding formulation applies to
reactions for which the bombarding particle is uncharged. The assumption
is now made that the transmission coefficient for the process in which a
charged particle y is incident upon a nucleus can be approximated by
) (n, ) R)] E V(R) I (72)
0 E < V(Rc)
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where
E - bombarding energy
Ti (n, E) - corresponding transmission coefficient
reaction in which the projectile is uncharged
V(Rc) - Coulomb potential evaluated at the channel radius.
This latter quantity is given by
Zy Zy e z
V(Rc) = y (73)
Rc
where Zy and Zy are the charge numbers of the projectile and target,
respectively, and e is the electronic charge. In the case of proton
bombardment, the channel radius Rc is simply the target radius R.
For a-particle bombardment, it is assumed that
Rc = R + Ra , (74)




The main program evaluates Equation 44, using the following
input information:
LSM - the orbital quantum number of the last
partial wave used in the expansion of incoming
and outgoing wavefunctions
RZ - the value of the parameter ro of Equation 60
in fermi units
JTN - the neutron number of the target nucleus
JTZ - the proton number of the target nucleus
BET - the binding energy of the target nucleus in
MeV units
BE(1) - the binding energy, in MeV units, of the
residual nucleus (1) which remains after the
emission of a neutron from the compound
nucleus
BE(2) - the binding energy, in MeV units, of the
residual nucleus (2) which remains after the
emission of a proton from the compound
nucleus
BE(3) - the binding energy, in MeV units, of the
residual nucleus (3) which remains after the
emission of an a-particle from the compound
nucleus
NLEV(M) - the number of levels which can be excited in
(for M = 1, residual nucleus (M) by the reaction
2, 3)
KI - the type of incident particle; KI = 1, 2, 3,
implies neutron, proton, a-particle, respectively
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LV the energy level of the target nucleus prior
to the reaction; LV = 1 corresponds to the
ground state, LV = 2 to the first excited state,
etc.
EIN - the bombarding energy, in MeV units
BI - the spin of level LV of the target
ITPAR - the parity of level LV of the target
E - the energy of a residual nucleus level, in
MeV units
SPI - the spin of a residual nucleus level
IPA - the parity of a residual nucleus level
The first input card contains values of LSM, RZ, JTN, JTZ,
and BET. The format is I5, F5. 2, 215, F10.4.
The second input card contains values of BE(M) for M = 1, 2,
and 3 and NLEV(M) for M = 1, 2, and 3. The format is 3F10.4, 315.
The value of NLEV(M) is determined by the quantity EMA(M) = EIN -
BET + BE(M). The level structure of residual nucleus M must now be
examined in order to determine the number of levels (including the
ground level) whose energies are less than or equal to EMA(M). This
number is NLEV(M).
The third input card contains values of KI, LV, EIN, BI, ITPAR.
The format is 215, 2F5. 2, 15. An even parity ITPAR is designated by a
+1, whereas an odd parity is designated by a-1.
Next, there are, in general, three sets of cards, each contain-
ing values for E, SPI, and IPA. However, in a specific case, there
may be only one or two sets if it is not energetically possible to excite
by the reaction any of the levels of any of the residual nuclei (1), (2),
or (3). In such an instance, one or more of the EMA(M) would not be
positive, and the corresponding NLEV(M) would be zero. In general,
the number of cards in the Mth set is, of course, NLEV(M).
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This completes a description of the input required to solve a
given problem. Having solved this problem, the computer will attempt,
at this point, to read another LSM, RZ, etc., card. If LSM is positive,
the remaining cards which define another problem will be expected. If
LSM is negative or zero, the run will be terminated.
OUTPUT DATA INTERPRETATION
First, the values of the input quantities LSM, RZ, JTN, JTZ,
BET, BE(M), NLEV(M), KI, LV, EIN, BI, and ITPAR are printed out
in a format which is self-explanatory. Next appear one to three sets of
input data, depending on the number of energetically "open" reaction
channels. The first set consists of the energy, spin, and parity of the
ground state and each state of residual nucleus 1 which may be excited
by the reaction. The second and third sets contain the same information
for residual nuclei 2 and 3, respectively. Residual nuclei 1, 2, and 3
are the nuclei which remain after the emission by the compound nucelus
of a neutron, proton, or a'-particle, respectively.
There now follow one to three sets of output information, each
set being headed by a value of KIP which designates the residual nucleus
according to the scheme described above. Every other line of each set
gives values for LVP, ELVP, EOUT, BIT, and IRPAR, LVP numbers
the levels of the residual nucleus, with LVP = l,corresponding to the
ground state and LVP = 2 corresponding to the first excited state, etc.
The variables ELVP, BIP, and IRPAR are the energy (in MeV), spin,
and parity of the state, respectively, and EOUT is the corresponding
energy (in MeV) of the particle emitted by the compound nucleus. Each
of these lines, which define a residual nucleus level, is followed by a
value of the calculated cross section (labeled SIGMA) for exciting this
level.
In the evaluation of Equation 44, the three subroutines ADDEM,





TRANS calculates the transmission coefficients for uncharged particles.
The model adopted here does not take spin-orbit interactions into con- 0
sideration. Therefore, the dependence of the transmission coefficient
on s" and J is neglected. Transmission coefficients for charged particles
are calculated by the subroutine PEN by modifying the results of the
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5 FL-GC IT)=ALOG(FIT)+FLO,( IT-1)
A' ,!'. =939,5C5
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911 FCR.!AT( 5HLS'l=I3 t5H RZ=F5.2,6H JTN=I3,6H JTZ=139
1 6H RET=F10.4)
RZC=RZ*1 OE-13
FE4AD(2,603) (BE(M) ,M=1,3) * (NLEV(M) ,M' 3)
503 FOi':AT (3F10.493I5 
W R I T E ( 3 912) P. E (M) ,M=1i3) , NLEV(M) 1 93
912 FOR."AT(15H (BE(MX)M=1,3)=3(F10.4,3X),




915 FORAAT(4H KI=I2,5H LV=I396H EIN=F5.29
1 5H RI=F5.28aH ITPAR=I2)
DO 701 -=1,3
EMA ()-=E I N-ET+RBE C()
IFiEMA(M)-0.1)701,952s952
952 WRITE(3,913)M
913 FOR..AT(/7XT7H ENERGY912X,5H SPIN,11X,7H PARITY,
1 5X,20H OF RESIDUAL N2JCLEUSsI3)
31






















































MAIN PROGRAM - Continued











959 FORMATI5H LVP=I397H ELVP=F5.2,7H EOUT=F5.2























































SURROUTINE ADDE ( TJ I TPAR,LSLSMSUMPP )
5 IENSION FLOG(71)
DIF'/NSION1 !t LEV(3),E/'A (3),EN(320),SPIN(3,20), PSPIN(3).
1 T(3,20,20),IPARt3,20)
COMM'QON FLOGPI HBAFRRZCtELEC ,RNNC,RliPCRNiACRALC
1 ,NL.EV,E/A,A E ;',SPINI,PSPINTt IPAR
DO 200 YIPP1,3
IF( E;Y<A ('PP)- 01 )2300950,950
9 5 0 'LPo=%.LEV ( ,PP)
'OI 201 LVPP=1tNLPP
CtElPP=EMA ( 'i PP )-_ > (lDP ,L\iVPP )
IF (S AS (CHEPP)-l1 E-5)200 9on. .9908
908 I F(CHFEPP)203)200,202
20? 5'sI=ARS(SPI>I;N'(PPLVPP)-PSPIN(t/PP) )
TS I =2 *e*SMl I+0 .00001
I S.:I =TS M i
JSY< I =TS I / 2.
I'DS=ISM I--( 2*JS'I I
TTJ=2.*TJ+O.OOCQ1





302 5, SA=SP I N ( ilPP 9 LVPP ) +PS  I P ( ¢PP )
SJPP=S I
jPAR=I TPAR*IPAR( ',PPLVPP )+2
309 LSPP=C
306 LSUA'=LS+LSPP
LSU¥12=(FLTAT (LSUf< )/2) +C.O0 01
30 TO (1000712,1001),JPAR
1000 IF( 2*LSUV, 2-SU LU 1002 303 1C02
1301 I F( 2*L.LS U M 3/2-LSU 333 1002303
1002 S>` I N=ABS ( SJPP-FL OT ( L .SPP ) )
S'.iAX=SJPP+FLOAT ( LSP )
IF(ArS(TJ-S'.INh)-l , E-5 )304,905,905
905 I F (T J-,S i 'I. ) 303,30 4, 30 4
304 I F Af( ( TJ-Sv. AX)-1 .0E-5 ) 305 906 9606
906 IF ( TJ-SAX ) 305 305 333





































































SUBROUTINE TRANS - Concluded
2 COfTINEUE
6 VL= (SUMi*SUlJ1 )+(SUM2*SU82)
VL= 1 * /VL






90 R I TE(3,91)









































APPENDIX B. SAMPLE PROBLEMS
Given below are input and output data for cross section calcula-
tions for the ground state and the first four levels excited by the




















LSM= 7 RZ= 1.30 JTN= 30 JTZ= 26 BET= 492.3100
(RE(M),M=1,3)= 492.3100 489.3200 464.1500
(NLEV(M)9M=1,3)= 5 0 0



















OF RESIDUAL NUCLEUS 1
KIP= 1
LVP= 1 ELVP= 0*00 EOUT= 3.00 BIP=
SIGMA= 0,53890240E 00
LVP= 2 ELVP= 0.84 EOUTt 2.15 BIP=
SIGMA= 0*10819439E 01
LVP= 3 ELVP= 2*08 EOUT= 0.91 BIP=
SIGMA= 0.11998973E 00
LVP= 4 ELVP= 2.65 EOUT= 0.34 BIP=
SIGMA = 0.25748694E 00













Figure B-1 compares the theoretically calculated cross sections
with experimental values (Ref. 13) for the case of inelastic neutron
scattering from y 8 9 . For this calculation, ro was given the value 1. 10
































The agreement between experiment and theory is seen to be only
fair in most cases, and a considerable disagreement is apparent for the
2.22 MeV level. Assuming that the experimental measurements and the
spin-parity assignments are correct, the disagreement is likely to be
due to inadequacies in the totally-absorbing-nucleus model used here
and in the neglect of spin orbit interactions. The introduction of a more
realistic nuclear potential containing both real and imaginary components
and the spin-orbit term would probably bring the theoretical results into
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
Nuclear reactions which proceed through the compound nucleus
mechanism have already been considered in this report. The section
entitled "Computer Program Based on the Full Statistical Model of
Nuclear Reactions" dealt with the situation in which the level structure
of the residual nucleus consists of a continuum of levels. The section
entitled "Computer Program Based on the Partial Statistical Model of
Nuclear Reactions", on the other hand, considered the case in which
the level structure of the residual nucleus consists of discrete levels
of definite energy, spin, and parity. It is now appropriate to examine
the case in which the residual nucleus level structure consists of a
discrete portion E0 , El, . ., EN and a continuum portion beyond some
value Em > EN (see Figure 1). This is referred to hereafter as the
"hybrid" case.
The reaction is assumed to proceed as follows:
a + X- C - b + Y (1)
where C is the compound nucleus. The following definitions are now
made.
c - entrance channel index
s - entrance channel spin index.
The spin s is given by
s = i + I, (2)
1
where
i - spin of incoming projectile a
I - spin of target nucleus X,
and s takes on values in integral steps from li-II through (i+I). The
I. is the entrance channel orbital angular momentum. For the exit
channel one has
a' - exit channel index
s' - exit channel spin index.
The spin s' is given by
s' = i' + I' (3)
where
i' - spin of outgoing particle
I' - spin of residual nucleus Y,
and s' takes on values in integral steps from li'-I'l through (i'+I').
I' is the exit channel orbital angular momentum. Thus, one designates
an entrance channel by (a, s, I) and an exit channel by (a', s', ).
If the total angular momentum of the compound nucleus is J,
then one has from conservation of angular momentum that
-D -I- -I-
s + X = J (4)
The quantum number J takes on values in integral steps from Is-lI
through (s+l) or from I s'-I'l through (s'+i'). The orbital angular
momentum I, of course, takes on values from IJ-sl through (J+s),
and similarly I' takes on values from IJ-s'l through (J+s').
Now it has been shown in the section entitled "Computer
Program Based on the Pa.rtial Statistical Model", based
2
only on compound nucleus formation (Bohr assumption) and reciprocity
(and conservation of normalization under time reversal), that




J=UO I , '




(21 + 1) (2i + 1) C (Ca' s', a s) .
Substituting from Equation 5 in Equation 6 one obtains
(a', a) = ,Wtaz Z
. ·. 
(2J + 1)
S I S' . (21+ 1) (Zi + 1)
X I 6a'a 8s's 6 , 'I - S a s' ', as I (7)
It is important to note that all statistical factors have been calculated
and now reside in the sums over the statistical weight factor. The
conservation of angular momentum is secured by the respective ranges
of summation and will be independent of any specific assumptions made
below concerning the squared dynamical matrix elements. Further-
more, conservation of parity requires that
3
C (a', a) = (6)Z Z
S SI
(-c1)- na = , Ha nX y 1nb (8)
or
Eeven 1
I + V' = [odd I according as fla n. = . (9)
Now in the light of the above, the partial statistical model con-
sists of relacing the squared matrix element by its expectation value
(because a very large number of states of the compound nucleus are
assumed and only resonance contributions are considered), and then
making the replacement
T T
<a1a! 6 ' S Q'I alSs a's . (10)
attstl IIaY" C T$.,"s"P"
This gives
(ZJ+1)
Ja ) s s' i (2I+1)(2i+1)
J JT T
X .'Qs(11)
a £ £ T II Ls,
It should be noted that, because of the above, no further statistical








can be regarded as branching ratios, or relative probabilities of decay
of the compound nucleus via channel a'. Thus, the channels a" are
all those that compete with channel a'. Consequently, one has the
additional parity selection rule
(- 1) + ' = n I,,, ,(13)
or
I + I = [eodd according as nla na = [, 1 (14)
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PASSAGE FROM THE DISCRETE LEVEL CASE TO
THE CONTINUUM CASE
It is now desired to pass to the complete statistical model, as
concerns the continuum shown in Figure 1, and then to include the discrete
level portion in an approximate fashion. Two cases will be considered
* Exit channel residual nucleus energy E' (a') in the
continuum
* Exit channel residual nucleus energy E' (a') in the
discrete portion, i.e., e' =i ·
The following designations are made.
E = Ea - energy of partical a, i.e., energy of
entrance channel a
E' = Ea, - energies of particles b in exit channel a'
Q - reaction energy.
Thus, the excitation energy of the residual nucleus is given by
' =E - E' - Q , (15)
and E' ranges from 0 (when E' = E - Q) to E-Q (when E' = 0). The
case E' = E - Q clearly corresponds to the ground state of the residual
nucleus, i.e., E' I- o = 0.
The expression to be used in passing from the discrete level




















































~.C (E, El) dE' = IT T (2 (E 1)z Zz ( I ) (2i + 1)
Tas I(E) C Tar's'l' (E') fig,' (I, El') dE'
s' 1' I'
X E-Q j
(z z z E a I S Ta,,s,,,, (E") ap" (I",E") de
c" se" 'I
(16)
Here CA,1 (I',e') is the level density of the residual nucleus as a func-
tion of both level energy E' and residual nucleus spin I'. The summa-
tion over a'" in the denominator is to be extended over all possible exit
channels, including the cases where particles of different species are
emitted in the reaction. The next assumption is the well known factori-
zation of X into a statistical factor and an energy factor.
ct, (I', E') = (2I' + 1) w0a0 (El) (17)
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DERIVATION OF THE REACTION CROSS SECTION FOR
FOR THE HYBRID CASE
It is now assumed that Equation 17 applies also when the discrete
states are included. One can then introduce delta functions in w0oa' (E'),
so that
N





wIl (I', E') = (21' + 1) , 86 (E' - Ej) + (21' + 1) woc,' (E' - Em),
j=l
(19)
with a corresponding expression for wcd, (I", E"). Introducing Equation
17 into Equation 16 one obtains after rearrangement
"Cr' (E, E') = (2i + 1) (21+ 1) (2 + 1)T s (E)
J sT 
T'Tas'I'(E') [ (2I' + 1)] %,o (E') dE'
X E1 E Q
s I z E Z T, Slls'" (E") [ (I + 1) a (E) d
di ' s" I" I"I
(20)
In carrying out the sums over I' and I" it is to be noted that I' takes on
values from Is' - i'l through (s' + i') and I" takes on values from
Is" - i"l I through (s" + i"). It follows then that
9
(2' I 1) = (2s' + i) (2i' + 1)
It
(21)
I (2I".+ 1) = (2s" + 1) (2i"' + 1)
whence Equation 20 becomes
a(2, (E2 E') dE' + 1)(21 + 1) Z Z (2J + 1) T,'S (E)
(2s' + 1) (2i' + 1) TC,,I,si (E') %~a' (e') de'
E (Zi' + 1) 0 Z (2s + 1) Ta,,,,,,(E") w{ , (cf) dE"
a" 0 sI"
(22)
Finally, the cross section for the hybrid case can be written.
For the case in which the residual nucleus is in the continuum the
result is
a (2i + 1) (2 s' + 1) JTaQ
x s' I'
I'; (E') o,,a (E > Em) dE'
Z (2i" + 1) ~ Z (2s" + 1)




Ej" = (E - Q) - Ej, ,
(24)
' = (E - Q) -E' Em
It is also noted that in the sum over j is the denominator only those
discrete levels will contribute for which (E - Q) > Ej. In the present
case of going into the continuum all discrete levels will of course con-
tribute, so that the sum is complete, from j = 0 to j = N as shown.
For the case in which the residual nucleus is in the discrete portion
the result is
(z) E,Ei+ 1) (Z 2 + 1) Tast (E)j S I + 1 (ZI + E )
(E!)I




Ej' = E - Q - ej
(26)
Ek = E - Q - Ek
An expression-for the reaction cross section for the hybrid case
can be found in Reference 2. There the approximation is made that
J
the transmission coefficients Tas, do not depend on s. This, of
11
z (2i" + 1) Z (zs" + 1
ca" S" 1"
course, is a perfectly valid approximation, although cross sections
calculated under this restriction would not be expected to be as accurate
as those calculated under more general conditions in which spin-orbit
interactions may be present. The present authors wish to point out
here, however, that the expression presented in Reference 2 appears
to them to be erroneous on the following grounds. In the first place,
the expression is derived directly from the expression for the cross
section in the full statistical model by the artifice of replacing the
continuous level density by delta functions to represent discrete levels
and by replacing the integral over the continuum by a sum over discrete
levels. The present authors believe that this approach is not valid and
that the cross section for the hybrid case can only be correctly derived
by going back to the expression for the cross section in the partial
statistical model for which discrete levels are assumed. Many assump-
tions are made in going from the cross section expression in the partial
statistical model to the corresponding expression in the full statistical
model. After these assumptions have been made it is not valid to
reintroduce the discrete levels in the simplistic manner of Reference 2.
Secondly, the writing of the cross section for the hybrid case explicitly
in terms of the cross section for compound nucleus formation c c is
not valid. The cross section 0 cr is a sum over partial cross sections
00
Cc =z acUd (27)
:=0
where I is the orbital angular momentum. Because of the parity
restrictions given by Equations 9 and 14 all values of I are not allowed,
so that the reduction in terms of 0rc can not be performed in the
expression for the reaction cross section in either the partial statistical
model or the hybrid case.
12
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INTRODUCTION
A neutron inelastic scattering reaction leaves the target nucleus
in one of its excited states, and the remaining available energy appears
as kinetic energy of the scattered neutron and target nucleus. If the
excitation energy is not sufficiently high to allow the emission of another
nuclear particle, the nucleus will generally proceed to decay by a series
of gamma transitions until the ground state is reached. For neutron
shielding applications, it is desirable to know for a given bombarding
energy the quantity of neutrons and gamma rays which emerge with a
given energy. If the cross section for exciting each of the various
nuclear levels is known, the cross section for the production of neutrons
of a given energy can be readily obtained from energy conservation
requirements. If, in addition to the level excitation cross sections, the
gamma transition probabilities between the various pairs of nuclear
levels are known, the cross section for producing each of the possible
gamma rays may be determined.
The level excitation cross sections depend, of course, on the
nature of the interaction between the incoming neutron and the target
nucleus. An approach which has been highly successful in predicting
these cross sections is that of Hauser and Feshbach (Ref. 1), with the
neutron penetrabilities being obtained from calculations employing a
realistic optical-model nuclear potential. The basic assumption of thlis
approach is that the scattering process takes place through compound
nucleus formation and that direct interaction effects are not appreciable.
This is expected to be the case for the target nuclei and bombarding
energy range considered in this report.
The computer program Abacus-Z (Ref. 2), which is based on the
Hauser-Feshbach procedure and calculates the necessary optical model
1
penetrabilities, was used to perform the level excitation cross section
calculations presented in this report. Input required for these calcu-
lations consists of optical model potential parameters and the
energy level scheme for each of the nuclei under consideration.
Consideration is now given to the gamma decay of the levels
excited by the inelastic scattering process. Consider the first n levels
of the target nucleus with the ground state being designated as level 1.
The levels are assumed to be excited by inelastic scattering of neutrons
of energy E. In the general case, lower levels will be subsequently
excited when an initially excited level i decays by gamma emission
to the lower levels. The particular levels which are fed in this
manner and the extent to which each is fed depends, of course, on the
gamma transition probability pi for the transition from the initial
level i to the lower level j. The levels which are fed by gamma decay
from the initially excited levels can, in turn, feed still lower levels.
In general, there results a cascade of gamma rays of various energies
and intensities.
Let the cross section for the initial excitation of levels i,
i + 1, ... , n be denoted by 0-i(E), -i+ (E), . . ., n(E), respectively.
The cross section Zj (E) for producing a gamma transition between
level i and level j is given by
i i . i+1
'j (E) = P -i(E) + ci+1 (E) pi+
+1
+ i+(e) EP1i+ + Pi+ Pi +P 
ii+3 i+ i1 i+3 i+ i+
+ n(6) [Pin + pn P + Pn Pi+z Pi
+I I +n i+X i+2 i+Z i+1
+ + Pn n-i i+n- (1)
n I'n-' 
2
where the indices i, j, and n satisfy 2 < i ' n and j < i. A computer
program for evaluating this expression is described in the section of
this report entitled "Gamma-Ray Cascade Computer Program". Input
required for this program consists of the cross sections Xm(E) for
2 < m < n and the transition probabilities P m for 1 < I < m.
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THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS
LEVEL SCHEMES AND GAMMA DECAY SCHEMES
The level schemes and gamma decay schemes of the nuclei under
consideration are shown in Figures 1 through 4. For Al levels up to
5. 25 MeV were considered. The Al and Si data were taken to be
those deduced from a variety of experiments and theoretical considera-
tions and given in the review article of Endt and Van der Leun (Ref. 3).
The levels of Al27 for which parity assignments were not given in this
article were assumed to have (+) parity, and the 4.51 MeV level was
assumed to have a spin of 5/2. Further investigation will be required
to establish whether these assumptions are valid. At any rate, the
27Al results presented in this report can be trusted for bombarding
energies up to about 4 MeV, since all data pertaining to levels excited
at these energies are well established. Energy levels for Fe5
6
up to
4. 100 MeV were taken into consideration. The energies, spins, and
parities, and the gamma decay scheme of these levels were taken
to be those deduced from a variety of experiments including Fe (n, n'y),
56 56 56Fe (p, p'y), and the decay of Mn and Co . These data are reported
56
in References 4 through 8. The Fe gamma transition probabilities
of Reference 4 have been adopted for levels up to 3. 856 MeV. For the
higher levels, an average of the values reported in References 5 and
6 have been adopted. The energy level scheme and gamma decay
scheme of Pb for levels up to 3. 999 MeV were taken from
Reference 9. As suggested by the calculations of Kuo and Markiewicz
(Ref. 10), the 3. 920 and 3.999 MeV levels were assigned spins and
parities of 5 and 7 , respectively. There is also known to be a level
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SPECIFIC FORM OF THE OPTICAL-MODEL POTENTIAL
For the Hauser-Feshbach calculations, an optical model potential
was adopted whose real part consists of a Saxon term,
- V
re(r) 1 + exp (r - Rl)/a 1 ] (2)
and a spin-orbit term of the Thomas form,
-V
V - -- (3)
so V1 M nrC r dr re
The imaginary part of the potential was assumed to be of the Gaussian
form,
V. (r) = -V 2 exp {-[(r - R 2 )/a,] 2 } . (4)lm 
27 28
The potential parameters for Al and Si were assigned the values
given in Reference 12 which have been found to yield agreement between
calculated and measured elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections
27 56 208
for neutrons on Al The potential parameters for Fe and Pb
were taken from References 13 and 14, respectively. The parameter
values are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. VALUES OF OPTICAL MODEL POTENTIAL PARAMETERS
ADOPTED FOR THE HAUSER-FESHBACH CALCULATIONS
A127 Si2 8 Fe5 6 Pb2 0 8
V1(l4eV) 45.68 45.68 46.90 46.00
V2(MeV) 5.44 5.44 5.10 5.50
V3(MeV) 5.00 5.00 14.80 7.00
R1(fermi) 3.72 3.72 4.90 7.76
R2(fermi) 3.72 3.72 4.90 7.76
al(fermi) 0.655 0.655 0.55 0.43
a2 (fermi) 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.00
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GAMMA-RAY CASCADE COMPUTER PROGRAM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The computer program listed in Appendix A evaluates as a
function of neutron bombarding energy the cross section for the produc-
tion of each of the various gamma rays emitted by a nucleus excited
through an inelastic scattering process. This gamma production cross
section for the gamma ray emitted in the transition from level i to
level j is given by Equation 1. The program is given a series of
bombarding energies (laboratory system) and the nuclear level energies
of the target nucleus. For each of the bombarding energies, the program
is also given the cross section for exciting each of the nuclear levels
which can be excited by the particular bombarding energy. The level
excitation cross sections used in this report were calculated by the
Abacus-2 program referred to in the Introduction of this report. In
addition, the program is given the gamma transition probability Pj
for each pair of levels i and j (j < i). The program then calculates
the cross section for the production of each gamma ray for each of the
bombarding energies which is above the threshold for producing the
particular gamma ray.
INPUT PREPARATION
The first card contains the number of bombarding energies for
which gamma-production cross sections are to be evaluated. This
quantity is denoted by KMAX and is input according to format I5.
A set of cards follows which is KMAX in number. Each card
contains a bombarding energy index K, a corresponding bombarding




Here, Mn and MT are the neutron mass and target mass, respectively,
and E is the neutron bombarding energy in the laboratory system. This
energy may be viewed as the energy which is available for exciting
the nucleus. A nuclear level can be excited in the scattering process
only if its energy is less than Ea. The energies E and Ea are denoted
by EN(K) and EA(K), respectively, and are in MeV units. The cards are
arranged in the order of increasing K and correspondingly increasing
bombarding energy. The format is 15, O1X, F8.4, 10OX, F8.4.
The next card contains the number of levels N (including the
ground level) in which the nucleus may remain, following the scattering
process when the bombarding energy has the maximum, EN(KMAX),
of its input values. The format is I5.
A set of cards follows which is N-1 in number. Each card
contains an energy level index I and a corresponding level energy
ELEV(I) in MeV units. The ground state (I = 1) is not included in this
set, and the cards are arranged in the order of increasing I and
correspondingly increasing ELEV(I). The format is I5, lOX, F8.4.
Next follows a set of cards, each of which contains an initial
level index I, a final level index J, and the branching probability
P(I, J) for the gamma transition from level I to J. The first card has
I = 2, J = 1. The next two cards have I = 3, J = 1 and I = 3, J = 2.
The sequence is continued in this fashion until the last card, which
has I = N, J = N - 1, is reached. The format is 215, 10X, F7.4.
Next follows a set of cards, each of which contains a bombarding
energy index K, an energy level index I, and a corresponding cross
12
section, SL(K, I), for the excitation of level I by a neutron of bombarding
energy EN(K). The cards are arranged in order of increasing K which
takes on values from 1 to KMAX. For each value of K, there must be a
card for each level I which can be excited from the available energy EA(K).
The condition for the excitation of level I is that ELEV(I) must be less than
EA(K). Cards having the same K value are arranged in the order of
increasing I. The cross sections SL(K, I), which correspond to the
cUi(E) of Equation 1, are to be given in barn units. The format is 215,
10X, El0. 3. If more than one problem is to be solved in the same
run, additional sets of data, each beginning with a KMAX card, may
be stacked. To terminate a run, a KMAX card containing a zero or
a negative integer should be included after the last data set.
OUTPUT INTERPRETATION
The first several pages of output consist of merely a printout
in self-explanatory format of all the input data described above. Next,
the results obtained for the gamma-production cross sections ~1(E)
are printed out. There is a set of results for each allowed gamma
transition. Each set is headed by a line consisting of an I value and a
J value, where I specifies the initial level and J specifies the final level
of the transition. On the same line appears the energy, EGAM, of the
gamma ray produced in this transition. Each line of the following set
contains a K value, a corresponding value of the bombarding energy
EN(K), and a corresponding calculated value of the cross section
ZJ (E). The FORTRAN variable which designates this cross section is
SB, and the cross section is given in barn units. The first K value
given is that which corresponds to the first energy in the input set of
bombarding energies which is above the threshold for the production
of the particular gamma ray. The index K then takes on increasing
13
values until the value KMAX is reached. At this point, a line specifying
another gamma ray is printed out and is followed by the corresponding
set of SB values for this gamma.
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RESULTS OF CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS
IN GRAPHICAL FORM
LEVEL EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS
Calculated cross sections for excitation of the levels of Al 2 7
are shown in Figures 5 through 16. Results for levels up to and including
that at 4. 05 MeV are given. The neutron energy was varied from
0. 90 MeV to 5. 50 MeV. Results for several additional levels are given
in tabular form in Appendix B. These additional results should be
regarded as uncertain, however, because of possible incompleteness
of the level scheme beyond the 4. 05 MeV level. Figures 29 through
35 show calculated cross sections for excitation of the levels of Fe
Results for levels up to and including that at 3. 123 MeV are shown.
The neutron energy was varied from 1.00 to 4. 20 MeV. Results for
several additional levels are given in tabular form in Appendix C.
Figures 41 through 43 show calculated cross sections for excitation
208
of the levels of Pb up to and including the level at 3.475 MeV. The
neutron energy was varied from 2. 70 to 4. 10 MeV. Results for a
few additional levels are given in tabular form in Appendix D. The
calculated cross sections for the excitation of the levels of Si up to
and including the level at 4. 97 MeV are shown in Figures 48 through 50.
The neutron energy was varied from 1. 90 to 6.40 MeV. Results for
Si are given in tabular form in Appendix E. In the cases of Al
56 208
Fe , and Pb , available experimental cross sections for level
excitation are shown on the graphs.
GAMMA PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS
Calculated cross sections for production of gamma transitions
between excited levels of Al are shown in Figures 17 through 28.
These results are based on the level excitation cross sections tabulated
15
in Appendix B and the gamma transition probabilities shown in Figure 1.
Results for allowed transitions between levels up to and including that
at 4. 05 MeV are shown. Results for several additional gamma transitions
from higher levels are included in the Tables of Appendix B. As in
the case of the level excitation cross sections, these additional results
should be regarded as uncertain, however, because of possible incom-
pleteness of the level scheme beyond the 4. 05 MeV level. Figures 36
through 40 show calculated cross sections for production of gamma
56
transitions between some of the levels of Fe . These results are
based on the level excitation cross sections tabulated in Appendix C
and the gamma transition probabilities shown in Figure 2. Results for
several additional gamma transitions are given in tabular form in
Appendix C. Figures 44 through 47 show calculated cross sections
for production of gamma transitions between some of the levels of
208Pb . These cross sections are based on the level excitation cross
sections tabulated in Appendix D and the gamma transition probabilties
shown in Figure 3. These results appear in tabular form in Appendix D.
Calculated cross sections for gamma production for Si 8 are shown
in Figures 51 through 53 and are presented in tabular form in
Appendix E. These results are based on the level excitation cross
sections tabulated in Appendix E and the gamma transition probabilities
27 56
shown in Figure 4. In the cases of Al and Fe , available experi-
mental gamma production cross sections are shown on the graphs.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Most of the level excitation cross sections for Al are in
fairly good agreement with the experimental values. It should be
pointed out that the Hauser-Feshbach approach with optical model
penetrabilities yields "average" cross sections in the sense that
resonances are smoothed over. It is known that the cross sections
16
fluctuate quite rapidly with neutron energy, especially at the lower
energies (<2 MeV). This behavior has been observed experimentally
for the 0.84 and 1.01 MeV levels of Al27 by Chien and Smith (Ref. 30)
at neutron energies below 1.5 MeV. Most of the discrepancies between
the calculated and experimental level excitation cross sections are
probably due to the fact that the measurements in question were made
at energies for which the cross section is near a peak or trough which
departs somewhat from the average calculated value.
There is one case, however, for which the calculated and
experimental values are in wide disagreement. This is the case of
the composite cross section for excitation of the 2.73, 2. 98, and
3. 00 MeV levels of Al 27 shown in Figure 13. The disagreement occurs
for energies greater than 4.00 MeV where resonance effects are not
expected to be pronounced. It is observed in Figure 9 that at 4. 00 MeV,
the measurement of Towle and Gilboy (Ref. 17) agrees with the
calculated cross section for the excitation of the 2.73 MeV level alone.
Furthermore, the composite calculation for the 2.98 and 3. 00 MeV
levels (Fig. 12) is also in agreement with the measurement of these
workers at 4. 00 MeV. Unless sharp fluctuations in the cross section
are present around this energy value, it would appear that the experi-
mental values shown in Figure 13 are in disagreement with the
experimental values shown in Figures 9 and 12. Thus, the composite
cross section for excitation of the 2.73, 2. 98, and 3.00 MeV levels is
probably considerably higher than the measured values as is predicted
by the calculated curve in Figure 13.
Likewise, the calculated cross sections for gamma production
for Al are, for the most part, in agreement with the experimental
values. Departures of experimental values from calculated values and
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from other experimental values at closely neighboring neutron energies
may possibly be accounted for, as mentioned previously, by sharp
fluctuations in level excitation cross sections which are not calculable
by the Hauser-Feshbach procedure.
As can be seen in Figure 29, the calculated cross section for
excitation of the 0. 847 MeV level of Fe agrees quite well with the
experimental data at the lower energies. There appears, however, to
be a tendency for disagreement beyond a neutron energy of 3 MeV
where the theoretical prediction falls below the data. In this same
energy region, a more pronounced departure from the experimental
data occurs for the calculation of the cross section for excitation of the
2. 085 MeV level (Fig. 30). Moreover, Figure 31 shows that the
calculated cross section for excitation of the 2.657 MeV level lies
below the experimental data. Although the optical model potential
chosen for the calculations was shown in Reference 13 to fit the
elastic scattering data very well, it is conceivable that another
potential might be found through extensive parameter variations which
would maintain the good elastic scattering fit while at the same time
improving the fit to the inelastic scattering data. A difficulty here is
that level excitation cross sections calculated with this new potential
must not distrub appreciably the Fe 56 gamma production cross sections
calculated here, since, with the exception of the 2. 272 MeV gamma ray
(Fig. 40), these calculations, as can be seen in Figures 36 through 39,
agree fairly well with experiment. The reason for the wide disgreement
between the calculated and experimental cross section for the production
of the 2. 272 MeV gamma ray is not known. One can but conjecture
that direct interaction effects, which are not predictable by the
Hauser-Feshbach method, are operable in this instance.
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It is of interest to compare the results presented here with
those obtained recently by Kinney and Perey (Ref. 31). In addition
to a few differences in the spins and parities adopted, the optical
model parameters employed by these workers differ somewhat from
those used in the present study. In particular, their potential does not
contain a spin-orbit term. They do, however, introduce width fluctua-
tion corrections to the level excitation cross sections, a refinement
which is not made in the present calculations. The gamma production
cross sections presented here are for the most part in agreement with
theirs. They were also unable to account for the sharp increase in
the 2. 272 MeV gamma cross section which is evident in the experi-
mental data at a neutron energy of about 3. 5 MeV. However, in
contrast to the results presented in the present study, they were
able to fit the experimental cross section for the excitation of the
2. 085 MeV level. Further investigation would be required to ascertain
whether it is the width fluctuation corrections or their choice of
potential parameters which leads to agreement in this particular case.
The calculated cross sections for excitation of the 2.615 and
3.475 MeV levels of Pb (Figs. 41 and 43) are in close agreement
with the experimental values of Towle and Gilboy (Ref. 11). The
calculated cross section for excitation of the 3. 198 MeV level (Fig. 42)
does not rise sharply enough to agree with the data points beyond
3.8 MeV.
Little can be said regarding the reliability of the calculated
gamma production cross sections for Pb and the level excitation
and gamma production cross sections for Si , since no experimental
values for these quantities could be found in the literature.
19
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A EXPERIMENT (Ref. 17)
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FIGURE 7. CROSS SECTION FOR EXCITATION OF THE 0.84 AND 1.01
MeV LEVELS OF A12 7
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FIGURE 13. CROSS SECTION FOR EXCITATION OF THE 2.73, 2.98, AND
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FIGURE 17. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 0.84 MeV
GAMMA TRANSITION FROM J E 0.84 MeV LEVEL TO
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FIGURE 18. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF 1.01 MeV GAMMA
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FIGURE 19. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 0.17 MeV
GAMMA TRANSITION FROM THE 1.01 MeV LEVEL TO
THE 0.84 MeV LEVEL OF A127
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FIGURE 20. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 2.21 MeV GAMMA
TRANSITION FROM THE 2.21 MeV LEVEL TO THE GROUND LEVEL
OF A12 7
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FIGURE 21. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF GAMMA TRANSITIONS FROM THE
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FIGURE 22. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 2.98 MeV GAMMA













FIGURE 23. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION
TRANSITION FROM THE 2.98 MeV
LEVEL OF A127
OF THE 2.14 MeV GAMMA
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FIGURE 24. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 3.00 MeV GAMMA
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FIGURE 25. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF 0.79 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION
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FIGURE 27. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 3.96 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION
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FIGURE 28. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF GAMMA TRANSITIONS FROM
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FIGURE 32.
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FIGURE 33. CROSS SECTION FOR EXCITATION OF THE 2.960 MeV
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0 EXPERIMENT (REFS. 27, 29)
A EXPERIMENT (REFS. 28, 29)0.18
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FIGURE 37. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 1.238 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION
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FIGURE 39. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 2.092 AND 2.113 MeV
GAMMA TRANSITIONS FROM THE 2.939 AND 2.960 MeV LEVELS TO
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FIGURE 40. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE
GAMMA TRANSITION FROM THE 3.119 MeV
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FIGURE 43. CROSS SECTION FOR EXCITATION OF THE 3.475































































































































FIGURE 46. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 0.860 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION
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FIGURE 47. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 0.277 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION
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FIGURE 49. CROSS SECTION FOR EXCITATION OF THE 4.61 MeV LEVEL OF S
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FIGURE 51. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 1.78 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION
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FIGURE 52. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 2.83 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION

















FIGURE 53. CROSS SECTION FOR PRODUCTION OF THE 3.19 MeV GAMMA TRANSITION



































































































APPENDIX B. RESULTS OF A12 7 CROSS SECTION
CALCULATIONS IN TABULAR FORM
75
KMAX= 47
Ka 1 EN(K)m 0.9000 EA(K)w 0.8676
Ks 2 EN(K)s 1.0000 EAfK)= 0.9640
Ks 3 EN(KN) 1*1000 EA(K)- 1*0604
Ks 4 EN(K)w 1.2000 EA(Kl) 1.1568
K< 5 EN(K)" 1.3000 EA(K)m 1.2532
Ka 6 EN(K)u 1.4000 EA(K)o 1.3496
Ks 7 EN(K) 1.5o000 EA(K)= 1.4460
Ka 8 EN(K)M 1.6000 EA(K)i 1.5424
Ku 9 EN(K)" 1.7000 EA(K)x 1.6388
Ku 10 EN(K)- 1.8000 EA(K)= 1.7352
K= 11 EN(K)M 1.9000 EA(K)= 1.8316
Ks 12 EN(K)" 2*0000 EA(K)u 1*9280
Ka 13 EN(K)} 2.1000 EA(K)w 2.0244
K= 14 EN(K)= 2.2000 EA(K)- 2.1207
Ks 15 EN(K)= 2.3000 EAtK)= 2.2171
Ka 16 EN(K)o 2.4000 EA(K)= 2.3135
Ks 17 EN(K)x 2*5000 EA(K)- 2.4099
K= 18 EN(K)a 2.6000 EA(K)= 2.5063
Ka 19 FN(K)= 2.7000 SEAMKV 2.6027
Ks 20 EN(K)= 2.8000 EA(K)= 2.6991
Ku 21 EN(K)= 2.9000 EACK)= 2.7955
Ka 22 EN(K)n 3.0000 EA(K)= 2.8919
Ka 23 EN(K)= 3.1000 EA{Kt= 2.9883
K5 24 EN(K)= 3*2000 EAC(K) 3*0847
Ks 25 EN(K)= 3.3000 EA(K)a 3*1811
K= 26 EN(K)= 3.4000 EA(K)= 3.2775
Ks 27 EN(K)= 3.5000 EA(K)= 3.3739
K- 28 EN(K)= 3.6000 EA(K)s 3.4703
Ks 29 EN(K)= 3.7000 EA(K)= 3.5667
K- 30 EN(K)= 3*8000 EA(K)= 3.6631
K= 31 EN(K)= 3.9000 EACK)= 3.7595
Km 32 ENiK)= 4.0000 EA{K)s 3.8559
K- 33 EN(K)w 4.1000 EA(K)= 3.9523
K= 34 EN(K)w 4.2000 EACK)a 4.0487
Ks 35 EN(K)= 4.3000 EA(K)x 4.1451
Ku 36 EN(K)= 4.4000 EA(K)= 4.2415
Ku 37 EN(K)= 4.5000 EA(Kl) 4.3379
Ks 38 EN(K)= 4.6000 EAiK)= 4.4343
Ks 39 EN(K)= 4.7000 EA(K)= 4.5307
K= 40 EN(K)= 4.8000 EAIK)w 4*6271
Ka 41 EN(K)l 4.9000 EA(K)= 4*7235
Ks 42 EN(K)= 5.0000 EA(K)= 4.8199
Ka 43 EN(K)= 5.1000 EA(K)= 4.9163
Ks 44 EN(K)= 5.2000 EA(K)= 5.0127
Ks 45 EN(K)s 5*3000 EAIK)= 5.1091
Ku 46 EN(K)= 5*4000 EA(K)m 502055























































I= 2 J= 1 P(I*J)} 10000
I= 3 Ja 1 P(IOJI) 0.9700
In 3 Ju 2 Pl(IJ)= 0.0300
In 4 Jd 1 P(Id)= 1*0000
I= 4 J= 2 P(I#J)u 0.0000
I2 4 J= 3 P(IXJ)= 0.0000
I= 5 Jo 1 PZCI.J) 0.2400
I= 5 J= 2 P(IXJ)= 0.0000
IP 5 '5 = 3 Ptgq)= 0.7600
IS 5 J: 4 P(IeJ)= 010000
IX 6 J= 1 P(It*J) 0.9900
IX 6 J= 2 P 1rJ)" 0.0100
IX 6 J= 3 P(1eJ)= 0O0000
I- 6 J= 4 P(IeS) 0.0000
I 6 J= 5 P(ItJ). 0.0000
I= 7 J= 1 P(41J)a 0.8700
Ia 7 J= 2 PieS)*J 0e0000
IX 7 J4 3 P(IZ J) 0O0000
In 7 J= 4 P(ISJ)= 0.1300
XI 7 J' 5 P(Z1,)= 0.0000
In 7 J 6 P(I.J)= 0.0000
In 8 J= 1 PZI.J). 0.0000
I= 8 J= 2 Pt .J)= 0.6500
l= 8 J= 3 P1IJ)= 0.3500
1= 8 J= 4 P(t1J)- 0.0000
I= 8 Je 5 P(IOJ)= 0.0000
1= 8 J= 6 P(IOed) 0.0000
I= 8 J= 7 P{TJ). 0.0000
l1 9 J= 1 P(I.J)C 1eO000
I= 9 J= 2 P Il)= 0.0000
Ig 9 J= 3 P(IJ)= 0.0000
1= 9 J= 4 P(11.J) 000000
XS 9 Jo 5 P(ItJ,) 0.0000
Is 9 J= 6 PX1,J) 0.00000
1= 9 J= 7 P(,IJ)= 0.0000
!S 9 JS 8 PX(IJ)= 0.0000
1X 10 J= 1 P{I1.}) 0*0000
I= 10 J= 2 PIfJ})B 0.8000
1= 10 J= 3 P11SJ)= 0.2000
Il 10 J= 4 P(41J)= 0.0000
In 10 J= 5 P(IqJl) 0.0000
Is 10 Jo 6 P(lJ). l 0.0000
In 10 J= 7 P(4IJ)= 0.0000
IY 10 Jo 8 PI*J)= 0.0000
Ia 10 4J 9 P(J1J). 000000
I: 11 J= 1 P(1#J)= 0.5500
=11 Jas 2 PItd)" 0.0000
1L 11 J= 3 P(I4*J) 0.2500
I 11 J= 4 PCt J)= 0*2000























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SL(Ko I)Ko  1
SL(KoI )=
SL(K9 I):o )(  I )=
SL(Ke)I )
SL(Ko I)=(  I 1)
SL(Kol)=
SL(KoI ))SL(Ko )=










SL(KoI )1K .X 1

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JR 1 EGAMm 5.2500
EN(K)a 5.500
Jt 3 EGAMz 4.2400
ENIK)= 5e500






















APPENDIX C. RESULTS OF Fe5 6 CROSS SECTION
CALCULATIONS IN TABULAR FORM
97
KMAX= 33
Ka 1 EN(K)= 1.0000 EA(K)= 0.9823
Ka 2 EN(K)= 1.o1000 EA(K)= 1.0805
K= 3 EN(K)= l12000 EA(K)= 1.1788
K= 4 EN(K)= 1,3000 EACK)= 1.2770
K= 5 EN(K): 14eZ000 EA(K)= 1.3752
K= 6 EN(K)= le5000 EA(K)= le4735
K= 7 EN(K)= 1.6000 EA(K)u 1*5717
Km 8 EN(K)= 1*7000 EA(K)= 1.6699
K= 9 EN(K)} 1.8000 EA(K)= 17681
KY= 10 EN{K)= 19000 EA(K)= 1,8664
K= 11 EN(K)= 2.0000 EA(K)n 19646
<: 12 EN(K)= 2*1000 EA(K)= 2.0628
K= 13 EN(KY) 2.2000 EA(K)= 2e1611
K= 14 EN{K)= 2.3000 EA(K)= 2.2593
K= 15 EN(K)= 2.4000 EA(K): 2.3575
K: 16 EN(K)h 205000 EA(K)= 2.4558
K= 17 EN(K); 2.6000 EA(K): 2.5540
K= 18I E.N(K) 2.7000 EA(K)= 2e6522
K: 19 EN(K): 2.8000 EA(K)= 2e7504
Km 20 EN:(K)= 2.9000 EA(K)= 2.8487
K= 21 EN(K)} 3.0000 EA(K)= 2.9469
K= 22 FNCK)= 3.1000 EA(K)= 3.0451
K= 23 EN(K)= 3.2000 EAtK)= 3.1434
K< 24 EN(K)= 3.3C00 EA(K)= 3.2416
K= 25 .EN(K)= 3.4C00 EA(K)- 3.3398
K= 26 EN(K)= 3.5000 EA(K)= 3.4381
K- 27 EN(K)z 3o6O00 EA(K)= 3.5363
K = 28 EN(K)= 3.7000 EA(K)= 3e6345
K= 29 EN(K)= 308000 EACK)= 3e7327
K- 30 ENCK)= 3Q9000 EA(K): 3e8310
K: 31 EN(K)- 400CC0 EA(K)- 309292
<= 32 ENLK)= 4.1000 A(K) = 4eO0274
K= 33 E\( K)= 4a200C0 A(K)- 401257
98
N= 19
I= 2 ELEV(I): 0.8470
1= 3 FLEV(I)= 2.0850
I= 4 ELEV(I)= 2.6570
I = 5 ELEV(I)= 2.9390
I = 6 ELEV(I)= 2.9600
1= 7 ELEV(I)= 3.1190
I= 8 ELEV(I)= 3.1230
I= 9 FLEV(I)= 3.3690
I = 10 ELFV(I=- 3.3860
I = 11 ELEV(I)= 3.4450
It 12 FLEV(I)= 3.4500
1= 13 F:LV(I)= 3e5990
1= '4 ELEV(I)= 3.6050
1= 15 ELEV(1)= 3.7470
1= 16 ELEV(I)= 3.8290
I = 17 -EL'V(I) = 3.8560
I= 18 FLEV(I)= 4.0490
1= 19 ELEV(I)= 4.1000
99
I- 2 J= 1 P(I J)= 1.0000
I = 3 J= 1 P( IJ)= 0.00000
1= 3 J= 2 ?(tIJ)= 10000
r- 4 J= 1 P(I.J)= 0.0200
1= 4 J= 2 D(I, J)= 09H800
I = 4 J= 3 !(I,J)= 0.0000
I-= 5 J= 1 D IJ )= 0.0000
1= 5 J= 2 o(IJ)= 1.0000
I= 5 J= '3 D(,IJ)= 000000
1= 5 J= 4 o1(IJ=)2 0.0000
I= 6 J= 1 r (I,J)= 0.0200
I= 6 J= 2 P(It J)= 0.9800
I= 6 J= 3 (IJ)= 0.0000
1= 6 J= 4 D( I J) 0 0000
I= 6 J= 5 P, IJ) 0.0000
I = 7 J= 1 (I,J )= 0.0300
!= 7 J= 2 D(IJ)= 0.9700
I= 7 J= 3 P(I.J)= 0.0000
I= 7 J= 4 o(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 7 J= 5 :(1IJ= 00000
I= 7 J= 6 (, J )= 000000
I= 8 J 1 PI (IJ)= 0.0000
I- 8 J3 2 ( , J)= 0*0000
I= 9 J= 3 ( I .J= 1.0000
I= 8 J= 4 ( I,J = 000000
I= 3 J= 5 D(IJJ)= 00000
I= 8 J= 6 tIsJ)= OOO0000
I= 8 J= 7 r (I,J) CO0000
2- 9 J= 1 °(IJ)= 0.1600
g= 9 J= 2 0(I,J)= 0o8400
I= 9 J3 3 °(ItJ)= 0.0000
1= 9 J= 4 { I J)= 00O000
T= 9 J= 5 D(IJ)= O,0000
_= 9 J= 6 o(IJ) 030000
I= 9 J- 7 (l I,J = 000000
I= 9 J= 8 o(IJ)= 00000
I- 10 J= 1 r (1J = 0.00000
1= 10 J= 2 C(IJ)= 0.0000
1= 1C J= 3 o( IJ) 0,0000
I= 10 J= 4 °(IJ)= e00000
I= 10 J3= 5 DtIlJ)= 00000
!= 10 J= 6 D(I ,J = 080000
1= 10 J= 7 P(ItJ)= 0O0000
1= 10 J= P r(I,J)= 0e0000
I= 10 J= 9 o(I J)= 0.0000
I= 11 =t 1 0(I,J)= 000000
It 11 J= 2 (I ,J)= 0.7800
I= 11 J= 3 0(IcJ)= Oo1900
It 11 J= 4 O(I,J)= 0.0300
I= 11 J= 5 P(!,J)= 000000
100
I= 11 J= 6 P(IJ)= Oe0000
s 11 J= 7 P IJ)= 0.0000
I= 11 J= A D IJ)= 0.00000
I= 11 J= 9 P(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 11 J= 10 (IJ)= 0.00000
1= 12 J= 1 OItJ)= 0e4600
1= 12 Jo 2 !(I,J)= 0.5400
I= 12 J= 3 P(I,J)= 0.0000
I= 12 J= 4 o(IJ)= 0.0000
1= 12 J= 5 P(IJ)= 0.00000
I= 12 J= 6 D(I J)= 0.0000
1= 12 J= 7 ( I, J)= 0,0000
I= 12 J= 8 P(IJ)= 0.0000
1= 12 J= 9 O(I,J)= 0.0000
I= 12 J= 10 P(IJ)= 0.0000
12 12 Jo 11 P( IJ)= Oe0000
I= 13 J= 1 o(I,J)= 0.0000
I= 13 J= 2 o( IJ)= le0000
I= 13 Ji 3 o(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 13 J= 4 O(IJ)= 0.00000
I= 13 J= 5 P(I,J)= 000000
I= 13 J= 6 o I,J)= 0.0000
I= 13 J= 7 P(I,J)= 0.00000
1= 13 J= 8 (I,J)= 0.00000
1= 13 J= 9 PI,J)= 0.00000
I= 13 J= 10 P(1IJ)= Oe0000
I= 13 J= 11 ( IJ)= 0.0000
I= 13 J= 12 P(I,J)= 000000
I= 14 J= 1 P(IJ)= 0.4900
I= 14 J= 2 P(IJ)= 0.5100
1= 14 J= 3 P(I,J)= 0.00000
1= 14 J= 4 (IOJ)= 0,0000
I= 14 J= 5 (I,J)= 0.0000
1= 14 J= 6 o (IJ)= 00000
I= 14 J= 7 P IJ)= OOO0000
I = 14 J= 8 P(IOJ)= 0.0000
I= 14 J= 9 (I,J)= 0,00000
I= 14 J= 10 D( IJ )= 0.00000
I= 14 J= 11 P(ItJ)= 0,0000
I 14 J= 12 P(I,J)= 0.0000
1= 14 J= 13 D(I,J)= 0.0000
I= 15 J= 1 P( IJ)2 0.0000
I= 15 J= 2 (IJ) 0.0000
I. 15 J= 3 o(IJ)= 0.00000
I= 15 J= 4 (I,J)= O00000
1= 15 J= 5 (IO,J= 0.00000
I= 15 J= 6 P(IJ)= 00000
I= 15 J= 7 P(IJ)= 00000
1= 15 J= 8 (IJ)= OeOOO0000























































































































































































































































































1= 18 J= 15 P(I.J)= 00000
1= 18 Jo 16 P(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 18 J= 17 P(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 19 J= 1 P(I,J)u 0.0000
I= 19 J= 2 PCIJ)= 0.6200
I= 19 J= 3 P(I,J)= 0*2900
1= 19 J= 4 P(IXJ)= 0*0000
1= 19 J= 5 P(IJ)= 0.0000
1 = 19 J= 6 P(I,J)= 0.0000
1= 19 J= 7 P(IJ)= 000O00
1= 19 J5 8 PlIJ)= 0.0900
1= 19 J= 9 P(IJ)= 0.0000
In 19 J= 10 P(lIJ)= 0.0000
I = 19 J= 11 P(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 19 J= 12 P(I,J)= 0.0000
I= 19 J= 13 P(I,J)= 0.0000
I= 19 J= 14 P(I.J)= 0.0000
I- 19 J= 15 P(IIJ) 0.0000
I= 19 J= 16 P(IJ)= 0.0000
1= 19' J= 17 o(IJ)= 0.0000
I= 19 J= 1~ P(IOJ)= C00000
103
SL( K I) =
SL( KI )=
SL( K I):
SL( KI ) =
SL( Ke I) =
SL( KI )=
SL( K, I ) =SL(Kts =)
SL KsI ) 
SL( KgI )=
SL (K I ) =
SL K, I)=
SL( KI ) 
SL( KI )
SL K9 I:SL( K I) 
SL( K, I)
SL( KI )SL K 9 I)
SL(KI )=
SL (K, I) =
SLt K 9 I ) 
SL K oI 
SL KI -I
SL (K 9 I) =
SL( K I
SL K9 I =
SL K I 
SL K I =(K 1 )=
SL( KI )
SL KI )=
SL ( KI =
SL Kl =ISL (K I 
SL( KI )
SL (Ks I =SL K o I) =
SL K I)
SL K I) =
SL(K I):
SL K 9 I)=
SL K 9 I 
SL K I:







































































































































































































SL K, I) =
SL (KI =
SL(Ku )=
SL(K I -.tKI )=
SL (K, I)
SL ( K, I) =
SL(KI )=
SL(K, I) =
SL (K, I =
SL(KI =
SL (K, I C  ) =





SL ( KI ) =
SL (K,I =
SL (K,I ) =
SL (KI ) =
SL (K I =
SL(KI :fSL( Kt I) =
SL (K I =
SL (K I) =
SL(K,I )=
SL( Kt I ) =SL (K I) =
SL K I) =
SL K,I =
SL( K 9 I=































































































































































































































































































SL(Ko I) O= 550E0C1
SL(Kol)= 0o456E-01
SL(KgI)= O0385E=01
SL( K ) = 0o lR1E01
SL(KoI)= Oo208E 00
SL(KgI ) 0O912E-C1




SL(KI s 0 0o4e2F-01
SL(KoI) 0O704EQ01
SL(KtI)= Oo503E-02
SL(Kl )I O) 500E-01
SL(K I) 0Oo576E-01























































































































































































SL( K,I ) =
SL(KI ) =










SL (KI ) 
SL(K I) =


































































































EN (K ) =












































































































SR= 0 0 888E 00
SB= 0O886E 00



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D. RESULTS OF Pb20 8 CROSS SECTION

















































































'I 2 ELEV(I)= 2.6150
I1 3 ELEV(I)= 3.1980
In 4 ELEV(1)= 3.4750
I= 5 ELEV(I)= 3.7080
In 6 ELEV(I)= 3,7500
I = 7 ELEV(I)= 3*9200
In 8 ELEV(I)= 3.9610
In 9 ELEV(I)= 3.9990
115
1n 2 JY 1 PtI*J)= 1.0000
I= 3 J= 1 P(lJJ)} 0,0000
Is 3 J= 2 P(IJ)= 10000
In 4 J= 1 P( IJ) o000000
I = 4 J= 2 P(ItJ)= 0.6490
In 4 J= 3 P(1eJ)s 0.3510
1- 5 Jo 1 P(IJ)= 0e0000
I= 5 J= 2 P( eIJ)= 0.0160
I= 5 J= 3 P(Ie*J= 0.9700
1n 5 J* 4 P( I J)= 0.0140
i = 6 J= 1 P(ItJ)= 00000
1= 6 J= 2 P(IeJ)u 0.0000
I = 6 J= 3 P(eIJ)= 0.0000
I= 6 J= 4 P(I2J)= 0.0000
I= 6 Jo 5 P(i.J)= 0.0000
In 7 J= 1 P{('J)= 0.0000
X= 7 Jo 2 P(IZJ)= 0O0000
I= 7 J5 3 P(IgJ)= 0.6140
1= 7 J= 4 P(teJ)= 0.0000
I= 7 Jo 5 P(I'J)= 0.3860
I= 7 J= 6 Pil2J)= 0e0000
I= 8 J= 1 P(IJ)= Oe0000
1= 8 J= 2 P(IJ)= 0O0000
g" 8 Jo 3 P( I J 0e6910
I= 8 Jo 4 P(IeJ)= 00210
X= 8 J4 5 P(IJ)= 0o2880
In 8 J= 6 P(IsJ)= 0,00000
Is 8 J= 7 P(tlJ)= 0.0000
Ye 9 J= 1 P(IJ)= e00000
I 9 J= 2 P(IeJ)= 10000e
X= 9 J= 3 P(I#J)= 0O0000
lg 9 J2 4 P(IgJ)= 00000
go 9 J= 5 P(IJ)= 000000
1S 9 J= 6 P(IeJ)= 00000
I: 9 J= 7 P(ItJ)= 00000






































SL( K I) =
SL(K I =
SL( K I) =
SL (K, I ) =
SL(K, I) =
SL I KI ) 
SL K,I ) =








































































































































































































EN(K) = . 4.000
EN(K)= 4*100


















































































































































































J= 3 EUAP= 0.7219
FN(K)= 4,000
EN(K)= 4.100
J= 5 EGAM= 0.2119
EN(K)= 4.000
EN(K)= 4.100
J= 3 EGAM= 0.7630
FN(K)}= 4c000
EN(K)= 4.100
J= 4 EGAM= 0.4860
EN(K)= 4.000
EN(K)= 4.100
J= 5 EGAM= 0.2530
EN(K)= 4.000
fN(K)= 4.100












































APPENDIX E. RESULTS OF Si2 8 CROSS SECTION
CALCULATIONS IN TABULAR FORM
120
KMAX= 46
K= 1 EN(K)= 1.9000 EAIK)= 1.8339
K= 2 EN(K)= 2.0000 EA(K)= 1.9304
K= 3 EN(K)= 2.1000 EA(Kl- 2.0270
Km 4 ENtK)= 2.2000 EAIK)= 2.1235
K= 5 EN(K)t 2.3000 EACK)= 2.2200
K= 6 EN(K)= 2.4000 EA(K)= 2.3165
Ka 7 EN(K)u 2.5000 EA(K)= 2.4130
K= 8 EN(K)= 2.6000 EA(K)= 2.5096
K= 9 EN(K)= 2.7000 EA(K)= 2.6061
K= 10 EN(K)= 2.8000 EA(K)= 2.7026
K= 11 EN(K)= 2.9000 EA(K)= 2.7991
K= 12 EN(K)= 3.0000 EA(K)= 2.8957
K= 13 EN(K)= 3.1000 EA(K)= 2.9922
K= 14 EN(K)= 3.2000 EA(K)= 3.0887
Ka 15 EN(K)= 3.3000 EA(K)= 3.1852
K= 16 EN(K)= 3.4000 EA(K)= 3.2817
Ka 17 EN(K)= 3.5000 EA(K)= 3.3783
K= 18 EN{K)] 3.6000 EA(K)= 3.4748
K= 19 EN(K)= 3.7000 EA(KI= 3.5713
K= 20 ENCK)= 3.8000 EAtK)= 3.6678
K= 21 EN(K)= 3.9000 EA(K)= 3.7644
K= 22 EN{K)= 4.0000 EA(K)= 3.8609
K= 23 EN(K)= 4.1000 EA(K)= 3.9574
K= 24 EN(K)= 4.2000 EA(K)= 4.0539
Ka 25 EN(K)= 4.3000 EA(K)= 4.1504
K= 26 EN(K)t 4.4000 EA(K)= 4.2470
K= 27 EN(K)= 4.5000 EA(K)= 4.3435
K= 28 EN(K)= 4.6000 EA(K)= 4.4400
K= 29 EN(K)= 4.7000 EA(K)= 4.5365
K= 30 EN(K)= 4.8000 EA(K)= 4.6330
K= 31 EN(K)= 4.9000 EA(K)= 4.7296
K= 32 EN(K)= 5,0000 EA(K)= 4.8261
K= 33 EN(K)= 5.1000 EA(K)= 4.9226
K= 34 EN(KI= 5.2000 EA(K)= 5.0191
K= 35 EN(K)= 5*3000 EA(K)= 5.1157
K= 36 EN(K)= 5.4000 EA(K)= 5.2122
K= 37 EN(KJ= 5,5000 EA(K)= 5.3087
Ku 38 ENCK)= 5.6000 EA(K)= 5.4052
Ku 39 EN(K)= 5.7000 EA(K)= 5*5017
K= 40 EN(K)} 5.8000 EA(K)= 5.5983
K= 41 EN(K)= 5.9000 EA(K)= 5.6948
K= 42 ENCK)= 6.0000 EA(K)= 5,7913
Km 43 EN(K)l 6.1000 EA(K)= 5.8878
Ka 44 EN{K)= 6.2000 EA(K)= 5.9844
KS 45 EN(K)= 6.3000 EA(K)= 6.0809
K= 46 EN(K)= 6.4000 EA(K)= 6.1774
121
N- 4
I1 2 ELEV(I)m 1X7800
Is 3 ELEV(I)= 4.6100
I= 4 ELEV(I)= 4.9700
122
Ia 2 J= 1 P( I J) 1.0000
Is 3 J= 1 PIlJ)= 0,0000
I= 3 Jo 2 P(I*J)= 1.0000
Is 4 J= 1 P(IsJ)= 0.0000
2I 4 Jo 2 P(I.J)= 1.0000
I= 4 Jo 3 P(IJ)= 080000
123
Ka 1 I = 2 SL(IKI)= 0o136E 00
Ku 2 I= 2 SL(KoI)= 00286E 00
K= 3 It 2 SL(KI)= 0411E 00
Ku 4 IT 2 SLC(KI) = 0,505E 00
K= 5 I= 2 SLiK,])= 0e572E 00
Ka 6 I= 2 SL(KoI)= 00618E 00
K= 7 I= 2 SL(KI})= 0649E 00
Ka 8 I= 2 SL(KI)= 00671E 00
Ku 9 1= 2 SL(KtI) = 0686E 00
K= 10 I= 2 SL(Ke)= 0e697E 00
K= 11 1= 2 SL(KeI)= 0*704E 00
K= 12 1= 2 SL(KtI)= 0*709E 00
Ku 13 I= 2 SL(KI)m 0*713E 00
Ku 14 I= 2 SL(KtI)= 0715E 00
K=a 15 1= 2 SL(KoI)= 0.717E 00
K= 16 In 2 SL(KIX)= 0O718E 00
Ku 17 I= 2 SL(KI)= 0e719E 00
Km 18 I= 2 SLtKtI)= 0.718E 00
Kr 19 I= 2 SL(KpI)= 0.717E 00
Ka 20 I- 2 SL(KIl)= 0.717E 00
K= 21 I= 2 SL(KIt)= 0o716E 00
Ka 22 l= 2 SL(KTI)= 0.716E 00
Ka 23 lt 2 SL(KtI) 0*715E 00
Ku 24 1= 2 SL(KtI)= 0O714E 00
Ku 25 I= 2 SL(KeI)= 0e714E 00
K= 26 I= 2 SL(KtI)a 0.713E 00
K= 27 I= 2 SL(KeI)= 0*713E 00
Ku 28 I= 2 SL(KeI)= 0713E 00
Ka 29 1= 2 SL(Kg) = Oe713E 00
K= 30 I- 2 SL(KI) = 0708E 00
Ka 30 I= 3 SL(KtI)= 0.515E-02
Ks 31 1= 2 SL(Ktl)= 0.690E 00
Ka 31 I= 3 SL(Kl)>= 0e287E-01
Km 32 1= 2 SL(KI)= 00668E 00
Ki 32 2= 3 SL(KoI)= 0o587E-01
Km 33 1= 2 SL(K,I)= 0e646E 00
K= 33 1= 3 SLKeol)= 08880E-01
K= 34 1= 2 SLtK,I)= 00622E 00
Ku 34 1= 3 SL(KI)= 0114E 00
Ku 34 1= 4 SL(KI)= 0o745E-02
Ku 35 1= 2 SL(KI)= Oe600E 00
Ka 35 I= 3 SL(KoI)= 0134E 00
Ks 35 u= 4 SL(Kol)= 0162E-01
Ku 36 I = 2 SL(KI)= Oo579E 00
Ku 36 1= 3 SL(KI)= 0e151E 00
Ku 36 I= 4 SL(KtI)= 0.297E-01
Ku 37 1= 2 SL(KI)= 0*562E 00
Ks 37 It 3 SL(KQI)= 0e164E 00
Ka 37 1= 4 SL(KtI)= 0e406E-01
K= 38 I1 2 SL(KtI)= 0.547E 00
124
Ka 38 1= 3 SL(K,tl) 0173E 00
Ka 38 1= 4 SL(KI)= 0.501E-01
K= 39 I= 2 SL(K*I)= 0.535E 00
Ka 39 I= 3 SLLKI)= 0.181E 00
Ka 39 In 4 SLIKI) = 0.578E-01
Ks 40 1= 2 SL(KI)= 0.526E 00
Km 40 I= 3 SL(K,I)= 0.186E 00
Ka 40 1= 4 SLIKoI) 0.637E-01
Ka 41 I= 2 SLIK,XI) 0.519E 00
Ka 41 I= 3 SL(KI)= 0.191E 00
Ka 41 I = 4 SL(KI)= 0.683E-01
KS 42 I = 2 SL(KtI)= 0.513E 00
Ka 42 It 3 SL(K,I)= 0.194E 00
Ku 42 1= 4 SL(K,I)= 0o715E-01
K2 43 I= 2 SL(K,I)= 0,50OE 00
Ka 43 I= 3 SL(KI)5 0.197E 00
Ka 43 In 4 SL(K,I) n 0.737E-01
Ka 44 1= 2 SL(KTI) 0.504E 00
Ka 44 I= 3 SL(KI)= 0e199E 00
Ka 44 I= 4 SL(K,I)= 0O751E-01
Ka 45 It 2 SL(KI) 0.500E 00
Ka 45 In 3 SL(K,I)= 0.200E 00
Ka 45 I = 4 SL(K,I)= 0.759E-01
K= 46 I = 2 SL(KI)= 0.497E 00
Ku 46 I= 3 SL(KI)= 0.202E 00




































































































































































































































































































































SECTION V. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ADAPTATION OF
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ii
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this program is to provide inelastic neutron
spectrum probability tables for direct input in the H01 code of the
COHORT procedure. In the present version this code provides separate
inelastic neutron spectrum probability tables for secondary neutrons from
inelastic scattering (n, n') reactions, (n, 2n) reactions and (n, 3n) reac-
tions. The probability values are obtained from data given in File 5 of
the ENDF/B Version I data tapes. The probability tables are punched
on cards for direct input into H01 and are also printed for examination.
This code is written in FORTRAN IV for the IBM-7094 and is based on
the SPCTZ code written by James Price and Karl Warkentin of Radiation
Research Associates, Inc., Fort Worth, Texas.
1
CODE DESCRIPTION
Secondary energy distributions, expressed as normalized prob-
ability distributions, are given in File 5 of the ENDF/B, Version I data
tapes. The file is divided into sections, each giving the data for a
particular reaction type. The sections are ordered by increasing
reaction type number (MT). Data is available for inelastic (MT = 4),
(n, Zn)(MT = 16), (n, 3n) (MT = 17) and fission (MT = 18) reactions, if
smooth cross sections for these reactions are given in File. 3. The
present code extracts the data for reactions MT = 4, 16 and 17. Reaction
18 could be included by modifying Statement No. 2222 to include MM = 4.
Inelastic energy distributions are given in File 5 as discrete
levels (LF = 3) plus a Maxwellian distribution with an arbitrary tem-
perature (LF = 9), or with a constant temperature (LF = 8).
The Maxwellian distribution is given by the equation
N(E') = ( exp ( )
where N(E') is the number of inelastic neutrons per unit energy interval
having energy E',and 0 is the nuclear temperature used in defining a
continuum for the particular energy range considered. As mentioned
in the previous paragraph, 0 may either be constant (LF = 8), or a
function of incident neutron energy (LF = 9).
For input incident energies exactly equal to the incident energies
tabulated on the ENDF/B tapes, the excitation probability distributions
are extracted directly from the tape. For incident energies in the
range of the values tabulated on the ENDF/B tapes, the excitation
2
probability distributions are interpolated from the tabulated data
according to the interpolation mode specified on the ENDF/B tapes
(Subroutine INTRP).
For incident energies above those tabulated on the tape, the
excitation probability distributions are calculated for pseudo-excitation
levels which are distributed over the continuum and used to approximate
the continuum. For these calculations it is assumed that the energy
of the scattered neutron is not dependent upon the scattering angle and
that the recoil energy of the target nucleus is negligible. In order to
approximate the continuum of excitation levels with discrete levels, it
is assumed that neutrons with energies close to E' will leave the
scattering nucleus in pseudo-excitation level EL such that
EL = E o - (E' - AE')
where E o is the incident neutron energy, E' is the most probable energy
of the scattered neutron and AE' is a measure of the spread of actual E'
values about the most probable E' value. That is, after a neutron of
energy Eo has excited level EL, the secondary neutrons will have
energies between E o - EL - AE and E o - EL + AE, so that the minimum
secondary neutron energy, El' is E o - EL - AE.
The cumulative probability, P [Eo, EL(N)], for excitation of









where El' is the lower limit on the energy of the scattered neutron
after excitation of pseudo-energy level EL(N). If AE is taken as
1/2 [EL(N+1)-EL(N)] then El' is given by El' = Eo- 1/2[EL(N) + EL(N+l)]
and
(BL + exp( L) - ( +, 1) exp (-E)
P(E') = P[Eo, EL(N)] = oe 0
where
BL = E - [EL(N) + EL(N+ 1)]
The number of pseudo-excitation levels, EL(K), used to define
the continuum for each element is determined by the input parameter,
NPPE(I), which is set equal to MAXL in the primary DO LOOP of the
routine, and by the number (=NK-1) of tabulated discrete-energy levels on
the ENDF/B tapes. The first level is set equal to 0.0 [EL(1) = 0. 0]. The
first (NK-1) tabulated discrete-energy levels [THETA(I)] are used next.
[EL(2) = THETA(l), EL(3) = THETA(2)
EL(NK) = THETA(NK-1).
Then the energy range between the highest incident energy, EP(KEBM1),
and the highest tabulated discrete-energy level, EL(NK), is divided into
NPPE-NK equally spaced energy levels, giving a total of NK discrete-
energy levels (including EL(1) = 0.0) and NPPE-NK pseudo-energy
levels.
A different set of incident energy groups may be input for each
element. However, in COHORT the discrete-energy levels must be the
4
same for all incident energies for a given element. To eliminate the
probability of a neutron with an energy at the lower end of the group
from being able to excite an excitation level which may be excited only
by neutrons with incident energies near the top of the group, it is
necessary to set the incident energy which represents each input inci-
dent energy group as being equal to the lower bound of the group rather
than some average incident energy.
The H01 library six input format requires that the upper bounds
of the incident energy groups be listed in descending order for each
element and that the energy excitation levels be listed in ascending
order for each element. It further requires that the inelastic scattering
probabilities for each element be listed for each excitation level in
ascending order for the maximum incident energy first, and then for
each successive incident energy in descending order. That is, the
probabilities are to be entered for each excitation level for the highest
neutron incident energy group, then for each excitation level for the
next highest incident energy group, and so on. Probabilities are to be
cumulative probabilities, so the input probability of exciting the second
level, for example, should actually be the sum of the probabilities for
exciting the first two levels.
The probabilities for exciting each discrete-energy level and
each pseudo-energy level are calculated separately and then accumu-
lated and normalized immediately before printout so that the output
of the present routine is in the format required for H1O input.
The data for each element are calculated and printed out
separately, first for reaction MT = 4, then for MT = 16 and MT = 17
when the data are available.
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TABLE 1. INPUT CARDS
FIRST CARD:
e ID(I) I = 1, 20 20A4 FORMAT This card simply describes the
problem.
NEXT CARD:
ND(1) ND(2) ND(3) ND(4) (Symbol)
1 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 (Card Columns)
I5 I5 15 I5
e ND(1) is the number of sets of input incident energy groups. If
a different set of energy groups is to be used for each material,
ND(1) must be set equal to ND(2). If the same set of energy groups
is to be used for each material, ND(1) should be set equal to 1
e ND(2) is the number of materials to be considered and must not
exceed ten (10).
* ND(3) is an integer which determines whether to use a new set of
incident energy groups for each material or to use the same set for
each material.
ND(3) = 0 for same set
ND(3) = 1 for new sets for each material
e ND(4) is the energy super-group number. A separate problem must be
run for each super-group.
NEXT CARD(S):
MAT*(1), NTP(1), MATNP(1), MATN*(2), NTP(2) MATNP(2),
1 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21 to 25 26 to 30
I5 I5 I5 I5 15 I5
or MATN*(I), NTP(I), MATNP(I), I=1, ND(2), 1215 FORMAT
*The MATN numbers must be in ascending order for each tape.
e MATN is the material number used on the ENDF/B tapes
e NTP(I) is the logical unit number of the ENDF/B tape containing
the data for material MATN(I)
a MATNP(I) is the integer defining the order of material MATN(I) in
the COHORT input.
6







or NEPM(I) I = 1, ND(2), 1215 FORMAT, ND(2) < 10
* NEPM(I) is one plus the number of energy groups in incident energy
group set I. That is, incident energy group set I will consist of
NEPM(I)-l energy groups.







or NPPE(I), I = 1, ND(2), 1215 FORMAT,
* NPPE(I) is the total number of excitation
to be considered for each incident energy.
forty-nine (49).
ND(2) < 10
levels for material MATN(I)






or EE(I,K), K=1,NEPM(I), I=1,ND(2),





* EE(I,K) is the Kth memeber of the input incident energy group set
for material MATN(I). That is, EE(I,K) for K=l to NEPM(I) is the


























TABLE 1 - Concluded
* These energies must be input in eV in ascending order for each
MATN(I). Energies for each material must start on a new card.
NOTE: All the EE(I,K) are read in but in the calculation procedure, the
upper bound is not used; that is, EE[I,NEPM(I)] is not considered.
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(Same as card input)
FORMAT 8E10.5
NEXT LINE(S)
Programmed error messages or data unavailability messages possibly
FIRST LINE OF PUNCH SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
CROSS SECTIONS FROM ENDF/B TAPES
NEXT LINE
6 KEBM1 MATPP ND(4)






... 61 to 64
Pertinent input parameters and material number for first material















16 to 20 Columns
TABLE 2 - Continued








1 to 10 11 to 20 21 to 30 31 to 40
where EL(l) < EL(2) < ... < EL(MAXL)
41 to 50 51 to 60
NEXT LINE(S)
K=1, KEBM1 FORMAT 6E10.3
Input incident energies used in the calculations for material MATP
in MeV, listed in descending energy order.
For example, if KEBM1 = 8, output would be
EPUN(2)
EPUN(KEBM1)
EPUN(3) EPUN(4) EPUN(5) EPUN(6)
1 to 10 11 to 20 21 to 30
where EPUN(1) > EPUN(2) > ...
31 to 40
> EPUN(KEBM1)
41 to 50 51 to 60
NEXT LINE
MT FORMAT 15
Number identifying the type reaction considered.
NEXT LINE(S)
PP (JJ, KK) KK=l, MAXL
JJ=KEBM1, 1 FORMAT 6E10.3
Normalized, accumulated probability for obtaining an inelastically
scattered neutron from any of the excitation levels through level
EL(KK), assuming an incident neutron energy EPUN(JJ) and reaction
MT printed immediately above.
Note that the subscript JJ begins at KEBM1 and decreases and that
the subscript KK is allowed to vary throughout its range prior to
changing tne JJ subscript.






TABLE 2 - Concluded
KEBM1
PP(8,2) . . .
PP(8,8) PP(8,MAXL)
PP(7,2) . . .
PP(7,8) PP(7,MAXL)
PP(1,2) . . .
PP(1,8) PP(1 ,MAXL)
11 to 20 21 to 30
where PP(7,6) is the probability of a
EPUN(7) being inelastically scattered
EL(1), EL(2), EL(3), EL(4), EL(5), or
. . . . . . . . PP(8,6)
. . . . . . . . PP(7,6)
. . . . . . . . PP(1,3)
. . . . . . . . 51 to 60
neutron with incident energy
from either excitation level
EL(6).
The probabilities are printed out for each MT reaction type for
material MATP. Then the routine goes to the next material number,
reads the pertinent data on the ENDF/B tapes, calculates the
probabilities and prints the output data for the new material










TABLE 3. ERROR MESSAGE DESCRIPTION
Error Number Description
1 The number of discrete energy levels for one element is
greater than 49.
2 The number of regions having different interpolation
schemes is greater than 10 for one of the discrete
energy levels.
3 The number of incident energies for one discrete level
is greater than 100.
4 The number of energy regions having different interpo-
lation schemes for the energy dependent nuclear
temperature is greater than 10.
5 The number of energies for which nuclear temperatures
are given is greater than 50.
In addition to the above errors, some problems which may be encountered
with the ENDF/B tape data are anticipated and descriptive messages are
printed out when these problems are encountered.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The present code is written in FORTRAN IV for the IBM-7094.
The card input, IN, is assigned logical unit number 5, while the print
output, IO, is assigned logical unit number 6. The IN assignment
routine. The IO assignment is made at the beginning of the main
routine and at the beginning of the PUNCH subroutine. The ENDF/B
tape input, INPT, is assigned logical unit number NTP(I) for material
MATN(I) and is read in on punched cards as part of the card input.
The data for input directly into the H01 code is punched on cards with
the punched output, IOT, assigned logical unit number 7 in the PUNCH
subroutine.
Any changes in the logical unit numbers should be made through
the above mentioned assignment statements.
The input incident energies should be read in eV in ascending
energy order. In the ENDF/B tabulated data, the tabulated incident
energies are often specified to five decimal places at break points in
the interpolation schemes.
Although the punched data output is in the correct format for H01
input, the H01 routine does not provide for identification of reaction type
(MT number). The punched card output does have MT identification
cards. Therefore some sorting of output cards must be performed
before using the cards as input into H01.
As now written the present program requires nearly 15, 000
words in common. The maximum common capacity of the 7094 is
approximately 32, 000 words. If large arrays of EE, ESUB and PROB
are to be read simultaneously, it may be necessary to do the problem
in parts.
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The primary dimension restrictions are:
* Number of incident energy groups must not exceed 25
for each material
* Total number of excitation levels for each material
must not exceed 100
* Total number of tabulated discrete energy levels must
not exceed 50.
14
DIMENSION THETA (50), EE( 1iS )
C3MMON PP(25,10O) NEPM( 1Z, NPPE(I 3o EL(100)
COMMONID(20), NOD(IIj, E(25), MATN(IO), NTP(10
COMMON MATlNP(101), LFP(50) NaT(SIOr,1 INT(50 101
COi;MON NbTlI(Io}, IrT1(L3), ESJIBSO,100l ), PROUS50,100) NPN(I50)
COnhm;' R I ( 5j ) T Eip ( O ), ESU I (IO I iJ, PRO(S 5
COQMMO N A Ju .k K NrPP , NiR , MA XL
COmMO,v N IT() 
I QU6
iEAD IN N151) (i( ZJ 1,1= l .O2)
WRIIE. lOIO,) l1Dl(),I-1=,22
10 FOURMAT (2CA )
151 FORMAT (1H1, 20A4)
REI:A (I N * 1 2) ( NO(, tI I 
;'V I{E t IO Z 12) (NO(It , !rlli)
12 Fbwi AT ( 121b1
NMA I aND 2)
READ I N. 1 ) (MATNI , 1 P ( I Mt Ar N P I  ) 1 ,NMAT)
Rvl r T. (10,12) (MA'IL( I) ,NTF( I) tI' TiRNP(I 1), I=1,NMAT)
REAJU (IN 12 ( NEPi'( I ) I = I , iA T
Rc AD t I ) NPPE ( I , I = I, ; 11
IN-U ( I )
DO 13 I1I N
KES=NEPM I )
REAU ( IN"14t ) (EE I, K),K=I,KEl
13 ,iRI Tt (l 1 * 14) I ( I,* K ) * K 
1 ' F OM A T (E 3 )
C uETLRMINE IF NE" ENERGY lGiUP5 GIvEN FOR EACH MATERIAL
C
If ' ,{ ( 3 ) )1 4 2" I 21 , 1',
lq2 KEB= NEPM( )
OCj I 14 K- I,KE 
14 t(K!= EE( I,K)





NrAP a NTPi( AT)
MA 'P =ATNrP (MAr)
IF (MATP) 165,1,17
15 CALL PUNCHr i A 1 P IiA TPF ,C ,.A
GO TO 9C
17 IFINU(3)) 16h 168, 166
166 N=NEPM.MAI )
00 167 K:I ,1N





2222 DO 901 MM=1,3
MT=NMT(MM)
C
C DETERMINE IF INELASTIC DATA IS ON DNOF/B TAPE
15
CALL SRCH (MATPSMTNTAP,12, I15, THETA)
IF (II15-3) 5OOOSO1,50CG
5U00 IF 112) 20,2C,18
18 d RIT (110,19) MATP
19 FORAT IIHI,.SrHINELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS NOT GIVEl, FOR
13 I
5001 GO Tr' 91
C





102 EL( I ),THETA(I-1)
r.R= ElKEdi II )- EL(NK)





UO 70 J= I ,,KEEMI
EP= E ( J )
It IEP-ESUB l1,I )) 21,25,25
21 LLAA 1I
PP ( .), I }) =- . 0
'OJ 3J.30 K#K2,MAXL
3'00 PPI ,i .K< ) ;=z
GO tI 7n
2s IF IcP-ESUB(INKsI) I 5. . 55
31 KI= 1
UO s I 1=1 NK1il
KKI K( + I
IF (EP-ES(J(II)) 2IJ ,200,3. 3
30 INRIT E (I0,12) MAT,J,II ,
N.i,"PrN i I 1
DO 3,2 Ka2,N
IF (EP-ESUB(I IK)) 35,33.32
32 COI 'l TIiJE
K -N
33 PROiKK)= PROBII,K)
GO rO ) 41
35 LNNR I )
DO 36 JL=I LN
IF 1SK-;t1T(1JL)) 37,37,36
36 CONT IUE
I rJ'TP=E I NT ( I ,Lia
GO r;o S:.
37 INTP INT(IJL)
'O CALL INTRP(INTPPI'O( II- Pi)*PR O 8( I , K ) , S U 6 ( I ,K'I I*ESU B ( I.K)i EP, }
PRO(K 1)= P
I41 LLMAAs KK+I
IF ( I -Y<1 14 ~8.i?5O16
16
4 8 CO' r I JE
GO To 70
'5 00 'sni3 K=LLiIAXIAAL
iOO PRO(K)O.O 
GO ro 3900
29 )o 291 h=KK, IA X L
29 1 PiR U M a 1 * 
(aO TO K103
2900 PRut K)=PROa( , I )
0') 2¥:11 KKuiil4giqAXL
I,31 :iQOl KK ) :n0o
8ULO PP(., l )={.O
O0 8013 Ka2,MAAL
8003 PP( J, ) =PP( J.K*l ) +P (K)
IF (PP(JMA XL '-I * :)30,7 *d7 5
Bi'OS DO )80:36 Ka2,MAXL
8006 PP(J ,K )aPP JK)/PPIJ,AAL)
uO I0 71
55 I F(L. PI ( i K I -9 Is 6 q q/
-49 IF(LFP(iK)-8) 56#5j,6C
S6 ivRITE 0 I,571 MATPP
57 FOHr4Ar (I .38HIMAX"E. L LI AN DITIITiO31 i4Tr GIVEN FOR 15 )
GO TO 71
58 THET = THETA(NK]
IF (THET-,O.) 59,56'5,5
6 0 R I T E I0,57)
570 FOMAT (Itl ,13HTHETAtNK) =0.i
GO ro 70
59 JAP = J
CAL.. iAXh ('EPJAPO ik'T)
GO Tr 70
60 O ,2 K=2.NPP
IFIEP- ESUBI (K) 65s63462
62 Co, r I, UE
63 THE TA ( 'K ) TEP ( K )
GI ro) S 
65 00 66 LO=I NR
IF (KC-NsTI (L0)) 67.bb,66
h6 CO iTI UlJLF
INTP=INTI ( N)
O0 r o 6A
67 I Nr' INTI LO)
68 CALL INTHP( I TPT TE T4P tK-I ) T E. IEPK) E' u3I K I I *i:SUB I (K) ,EPr T HF jr
GO TO 59
70 CONiT lNUE






SUHbOUTI NE I1TRP MlP, Y I, 2 XI,2 d , V 






A( I YJ JI
I F t i')i1 I ) 200n,232,YOOO
23.2 v( )= Y(M-I )
C Y IS CONSTANT
G1 fr ' 3 i? 
JOD 1F(lIIM-2) 33,.zOo IZO,3
2U 1 I ( I )= Y (l )-Y(Hi -1) )/X(II )-AF(1- ))* U(I )
C Y L I L'AR I X
uO 1I 0 30o
2n3 I F ( ,'l;'-3 ) Z Ot . if f2), 2. H4
2 0 2 AX= L( ( Xl )
X= AL) (;(X( .-I- I)
CX= ALG( (U( I )
¢ i1 3 Y (1 ) ) 1/ (A -tl X ) y ( . i -X) +
C Yr i INEAR N1 LN A
tG, ]'Ui 3')
20 LFF y( il) 2'1rI.,2Tori2003
2,l13 IF( Y -1 )) 2 I::' ,23I , 2L !',q
2 U UJ' I F ( ,1,L -4 ) 2 !) 2 5 t 2 iS
2Ut05 Ay= AL Y (  l))
9iY= ALOG,(Y(;l-I ) 
V ( I )= (A Y-IY ) / ( A X ) -X( t)l ) ) Ut Ji J-A, ,
V( l)= XP(Vi I ) )
C LN Y LINEAR IN X
ivO U 3PC
205 AY= ALOG(Y(1 i )
PY= AL '0i ( Y(-l ) J
AX= AiLO( X ( i1 ) )
dX= ALUCG(X(Hc-I ))
C X = AL.( U(i ) ) 
V I)(AY-8Y) / (AX-BX)* (CA-bA)+9Y
V(1)= £XH'(V(I))
C L Y L I NiL A I N L. X
3UO CI J 'r I t4UF
t E r i q rJ
L 4
-A M-I) )+Y (M-I)
Y i;- )
I ))+ L Y
18
SUB3ROUTINE MAX( P J .TH c:r)
COMMON PPP(25 .100), INEPI (I'G), NPPE_(1 ), EL(I00)
COM!iONNI)(20), i1)( IOi . E(2b) * MATNi(l n), NTP( O)
COMMONi MATF' ( 1) LF'P ( s I * IIN'' T r] ) I rJNT ( bO I 1I
COMMUN NBTI ( IC) IN' 1 i l1i , ESUt, 5( , IUCL) PRUBSO., IOI) , NPN(50?
COriMO, i4 NRI (Slr TEiiP( ICo , SUbl ( liO PIoCPSO)
COMmiON AwR , NK; NPP t, , A X L
C iMHOON NMT( i
C
C PRiPAkfS CUMULATIVE PHOtA6lLITY F'Lk EXCITll1G PSEUDO STATES FOR
C A GIVEiN INClOENT NLUl'ROlI' ErLiiRGY HltiiqN ThLE ENEiEGY DISTRIBUTION
C OF THE I NFLASTIC iJElTHOiN IS I1lX!'fELL 1Ah
i' 14AXL IS THE MAXIHNlUl NUMibER UF I-EVEL:-





65 BL 5 EP- O*.S(EL(LJ + EL(L+I) 
U T o 67
6b bL = O 0
67 8 U a tP
5 I F I iL L) 90. 9'0, Ia
9 i L = 0.0
100 PRU IL) =IEXP(-biJL/THEIT )(L/T''ET +IOI-EAXPI(-SU/THET )*
1 iU/Trl[T +1 e0) /l i ,-I AP ( -. U/TiIET i *16U/tHET+ I i )
IF(6iL - 0OOn1I) 1iD11 lIC, I2C
110 LMAX I L
GO ro 130
1213 CON t I r4UE
130 I F( h AlL - Ltl AX) 1 90 1 90., 1 7'
170 LLMrA _ LMAXA+
0 I d.3 L c LLAIAX. IA^L
180 PRULCL) = I 
1.90 PP(J, I )c GC O
00 200 KK = 2 ,MAXL
PPC(J.KK) = efotKKj
200 CON INUE
RE T u Ri
ENI
19
SdBilrOuTI iE SRCH ( IA,IoICEINPT,1' Ii2,*I TmETA)
DIMENSION THETA(50)
COI1 0 iJ PP 25,1 005 , ,EPi(I) , IPPE 1), ) L ( I 0)
COMMO NIDI20), H H 1 ) , E (2 ) , IATNl IA I n, N TP( IO
CO 11iO MATl P t 1 LFP Ci, BDT S r,), INT 5 0 I 0)
COMf m ,l i iT I T I n II, I N ( I I, J tls[iS , I Uo ),, PRo 0 So, I ), NPN(SO)
CM,4Oi iR I ( Sr ) TL 4P(I U C, SULiI) Jo) PRU (S 
COMi1IMUN A Vi; , tNK , J PP , IJH , h A.AL
COMO 10tJ N1TIq) 
I I b:O
12 i"
7 rfEAO( I1PT * 1i) I T i , M Lj
1 4 FORMTA I T oX I I 2, 1 3)
IF( I -I I A) 7 1I) 7
15 1F iC- I B ) 7,1 6 ,7
16 IF(,.rI-IC) . 18,17
1/ 12 = I
R ETul ,T
C
C REAu IN-ELASTIC UATA
C
18 BACKSPACE INPT
KEAo ( INPT, 19) ZAh A.MLi ,Li.iK
I FOR1ATZ- 11.3,4111,i I Z, I3 )
I F ( ijK-149 ) 1 99 I Y9S * 1 9'9 
197 I = I
Go 1'0 so
195 U( q9 1=1 ,Ni.
RE:ADJ( [ IPT, 19) CI ,Ti TAI ) .Lij L .Pi kI'.PF
.iFiR-_ In) l17, i9¥J 1. 1¥9i
197 IF(WP -275) 198 199, ]1 : 9
1998 11 - 3
Gc. 1 i) hn
I 9 N t I I NPP
'HR I ( F I " {'R
L FP ( I ) = l'f
jo T 0i 5b, 2, gO2 , 2.'C, CbG,-' , i ' J *,LF
20 REAU I JPT ,22J (ibJl l; tK J , i .1t J ) T K = Il( )
22 FnIli,T ( 1 I 1 i
AE fJ ( I , 23) (ESU ( I ,h ) ,FtI, ( 1 , ) ,. I V ,PP
23 FORMAT (3(El I .t,Fj I 4) )
IF (LF -5) 39( E,.30. 3 L'iU
3900 IF IL.F-9) '4q,3),StJ
C
30 'EA)l i P l', 1 9 C IC L C Z 1 , 2, if F





304O 11 a 5
30 4 EA, A( i PI' ,22 ) I 'ibT I T( I ) ,1 tI 1)., K " I ,.i )
EAD I. Pl' 1 , t 3 t: Utb I i; , T1,; ' ( ) ,.=1 ,I'PP )
C t iE.
'. 1 (J I' a. t ,13
5CIi FrtIal ( 1 , I 3HLIRRUk hUr.E: P . 13 1
Ib ' - 3




SUBROUTINJE PUIJCH lI"IAlTP' ,M AT"P I t 11 ,HMT)
D IMt 14 S OfIi EPUN I 100) 
C)MHIUN PP(b2.100), NEPMIIO), NPPE(1IO), ELIOO)
COHMIi.O,,IID(20 J Nl'( 10) J E25), MaHTN(ItI ), N1TPI 10)
COMMNri MATNP( I C), LFP(EO0), I BTt5n1,I) 1 NT(50s 101
COMMUN NbT I 10), I N I I I 0) ESIJB O5 U), PRUtBS50. 100) NPN(S0)
CU ( O.11 1iR Ii ( O I , T:.HP I 1 0 1 ESUBt I (IO ) PRO (50)
C0 1i M LJ A ki H o I' .K N P P , R , I AA I.
COMMO J IJ4MT (t 
10 = 6
IOT _ 7
KEH = NEPi MAT)
KEHB I , KfB-I
NMA T s: tlD { 2 )
IF (MT-4) 1135, 1134, 1135
1135 IF (MT-16) 1138, 1146, 1136
1136 IF (MT-17) 1138, 1147, 1138
1138, WRITE (IOT, 1139) MT
1139 FORMAT (1H,, 20H ILLEGAL REACTION MT=,15)
GO TO 1178
1134 WRITE (IOT, 1144) MT
1144 FORMAT (1H_., 24 H INELASTIC-(N,NPRIME)-MT=,15)
GO TO 1178
1146 WRITE (IOT,1156) MT
1156 FORMAT (1H_, 19H (N,2N)-REACTION-MT=,15)
GO TO 1178
1147 WRITE (IOT.1157) MT
1157 FORMAT (1H.-, 19H (N,3N)-REACTION-MT=,15)
GO TO 1178
1178 VR ITtV 1C IOT1I) KE iBIt , I. ATi'P, ll[(). tiAXL, NI, MATP
Ili FORHA1 (I H , 4Ht00 5O 32A r I ', , 6b('00 )
IF (NI) 3b6,35520
20 DO 24 I * I ,MAXL
24__E.L(i w EL(I) * 1,OE-Cb
,*Rl1lE. lIOT21 (ELl),Ii I'I. hAL)
2h FORMAl (lIh , E9.3. 5E1.3,3)
DO 27 1 = ! KEf)lh
K =KEB- I
27 EPUN ( K ) E I . ) * I .F-C
vi ir . ( lU2t2) LEPUN(K) , K"I ,,.tL ) i)
UO 3 J I ,KEb il1
JJ J KEbi-J
35 VRI1'E( 1OT,26 (PP(,1Ju K)J, KK=I,AXL )
35 iiR rE 1 Io,36
36 FORMAT ( HI 33HCtOSS SEL(.TIOItS .' PO Fi :rF/Lj TAPLS )
IF (MT-4) 1105, 1104, 1105
1105 IF (MT-16) 1108, 1116, 1106
1106 IF (MT-17) 1108, 1117, 1108
1108 WRITE (10 , 1109) MT
1109 FORMAT (1H_, 20H ILLEGAL-REACTION MT=,15)
GO TO 1128
1104 WRITE (IO, 1114) MT




1116 WRITE (10, 1126) MT
1126 FORMAT (1H., 19H (N,2N)-REACTION-MT=,15)
GO TO 1128
1117 WRITE (IO, 1127) MT
1127 FORMAT (1H._, 19H (N,3N)-REACTION-MT=,15)
GO TO 1128
1128 v I R /'l .( i J KbH1 I;A'[ PPF, D() t) hA XL, NI t MATP
4n f .(.;k ' (lb 1 h 6, 5i5, 32>X, |4,b6C :j(.'1 }
IF L. ) I Lf, I , 41
'41 RI Tki Inf ,bE,1 (FEL( ), I = I iAXL )
! 6 FO tr0 tl I H h L IC * i 
, tRI IL I IL, ,h i ' LPI;I' K) ,l l" , LEbt 1 )
1O iFr J I ,hKEblI
JJl = FFbrl
7[ *kl I1 l IC, Ib) (F'Pi(J,KK), K: =I , A; L.
I CO C ()NI I' P. E
E I U I'LNDL
23
